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faculty senate
April 3 , 198 9
TO:

Members of the Faculty Senate

FROM:

Anne J. B r o ~ a r y

SUBJECT:

April Meeting

The Faculty Senate will meet on Tuesday, April 11, 1989 at 3:30 p.m. in the
Riva.
The agenda will include the followinq items:
1.

Summarized Minutes of March 21, 198g

2.

Senate President's Report -- Professor Garr tt Flicking e r

3.

Open Discussion (Senators may speak on any subject of
interest; however, no motions may be made. This i no t
an action i tern)

(pp. 5-12)

4.

Item from the Curricula Committee -a. Master of water Resources Administration

(pp. 13-24)

5.

Policies and Procedures Regarding Research Fraud
Professor Virginia Shipman

6.

Resolution from the Long-Range Planning Committee -Professor Peter Pabisch

(p. 30)

7.

Resolution from the Library Committee -Professor 0. J. Rothrock

(pp. 31-55)

8.

EEOC Discrimination Grievance Procedure
Margaret Montoya, Special Advisor to the President for
Affirmitive Action

(p. 56)

9.

Recommendation re ICES -- Professor Rhonda Hi ll

(pp. 1-4)

(pp.

25- 29)

(pp. 57-62)

10.

Amendments to Faculty Senate Bylaws
Professor Marion Cottrell

(pp. 63-65)

11.

Regents' Statement on Cultural Pluralism
(For Information Only)

THE UJIVERSITY OF

EW MEXICO

FACULTY SE ATE MEETI JG
April 11, 989
(Summarized Minutes)

Senate Presiden~'s Repo~t • . At 3:30 p.m. a quorum of senators w
no present,
ther:fore, .President F]1ckinger gave his report. P.e described the Reqents'
meet1nq which was held earlier in the day. The Regents met in Popejoy Hall so
that studen~s could attend the meeting. About 40 studen s were pres nt nd
ma?y.wer: given the opportunity to express thPir oooosition o apropos d 7.9
tuition increase. When the Regents voted to approve the increase, studen s
left the meetino to occupy Scholes Hall to further demonstrate their
opposition . Professor Flickin er explained that he had not been able 0
comment on the tuition issue at the meetinq. However, Reqent Sieqfri a PeckPr
reminden the Regents that faculty salaries were a orimary concern - and he
stated that salaries should be raised until the Tniversity r achPd a 1 a .
the mid-point range of salaries at peer institutions .
At 3:55 p.m. a quorum was oresent and President Flickinqer callc
meeting to order.

t

Senators present: Garland Bills (A&S) , Gloria Birkholz (Nursinq), Andr w
urgess (A&S), Marion Cottrell (Enaineer'nq), Paul Davis (A&S), S eoh n n n
(Arch & Plnq), Garrett FlickinqPr (Law), Douqlas George (Fine Arts), Shyam
Gurbaxani (Engineering) , William Litchman (A&S) , ~ayne as (Fducatio , rlara
Miera (Dental Proorams), Jose Rivera (Pub dm'n), Linda Saland ( edicin
Chris Shultis (Fine Arts), Ron Storey (Medicine), Pauline Turner ( ucation ,
Richard Van Dongen (Education) , Donald Vichick ( edicine), Willi m Woon ide
(Medicine), and Mel Yazawa (A&S) .
Absent: Alonzo Atencio (Medicine) , Carl Cords (Medicin), ec1 a
Fenoglio-Freiser (Medicine), Marilyn Fletcher (Gen Library), r.reqory Franc ini
(Medicine) , Phillip Gonzales (A&S), Georae Fozier (Managem nt), G orae Huaco
(A&S), Huqh Kabat (Pharmacy), Astrid Kodric-Rrown (A&S), Tom Kyner (A&S),
Jerome Shea (University College) , and Priscila Smith (Galluo Rranc).
Minutes of March 21 , 1989 . President F ickinger noted a correction in the
minutes of March 21. He said the eoents passed the Intellectual Prop ty
Policy with a minor change in the patent section, not the copyrioht section
recorded. The minutes were approved as corrected .

s

Open Discussion . Professor Stephen Dent expressed his concern over the ev nt.
surrounding the tuition increase a proved by the Board of Reaents. He said
that statements indicating the increase was necessary in order to uoqra e
faculty salaries seems to put students and faculty in adversarial positions.
Senator Polly Turner reported that she had been told that Reqent President
Robert Sanchez had proposed that if faculty could
ersuaded tor duce the
percentage of their salary increase, the Reqents could lower the tuition
increase .
After a brief discussion , Senator Marion Cottrell ur ed the S nate to
draft a strong statement to emphasize that raises are desperately needed but
not at the expense of students .
Senator Shyam Gurbaxani asked that the Senate qo on r c rd
thankina
Regent Siegfried Hecker for his qood 'udoem nt and exc 1: n m mory in
remembering the Regents ' commitment last year to try to catch uP" with the
national faculty salary levels .
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Regent Reeker's reminder to that effect and also to search for other sourc s
to provide a possible 7 to 8% salary increase is also appreciat ah
Faculty Senate.
Additionally , Senator Gurbaxani presented aata based on the admini. tration ' s prepared reports (Tuition and Fees Task Force and F.xhi it 3 from t
report to the CHE) showing last year ' s $120 increase in Tui on nd Fee
resulted in an additional $3 . 4 million . Hence an increase of a ut
6 coul
provide $1 . 9 million .
Item from the Curricula Committee . Upon the recommenda ion of Profes or odn
Bogart, chairman of the Curricula CommittPe , the Senate approvPd
ree of
Master of Water Resources Administration .
an,
Policies and Procedures Regardina Research Fraud . Professor Virq"ni
on
chairperson of the Task Force on esearch Fraua , r mind a he Sn
~1ay 10 , 1988 the Senate had reviewen he first draft of th p oposal
n
concerning research fraud . Comments made at that tim, as well a
l'l 1
from the Council of Deans , have been taken into consideration and
presented in the agenda includes changes to reflect these co men
suggestions . She asked the Senate to approve the policy as an in ri one
which will probably be changed and refined as the Universi y communi y ha!" h
opportunity to evaluate its effectiveness .
After discussion of the policy , the Policies and Proc dures Reg rdino
Research Fraud were approved on an interim basis .
Resolution from the Long Ranae Planning Committee . Pr fessor P er Pa isch,
chairman of the Long Range Planning Committee , explained
at in 19A5 he
Senate had approved the establishment of a Universi y Plann·no Group and a
Planning Center. He stated that to date the administration has no aced on
this recommendation , and he asked the Senate to request he adminis a ion o
establish a Plan n ing Group and a Planning Center by July 198q ,
After the discussion of t he feasibility of establishing he tw
n i ies
at this time , a motion to approve the proposal from th Lona Ranae Plannina
Committee was defeated by a vote of 6 for and 10 agains ,
Resolution from the Library committee , Professor O. J . Rothrock, chair an of
the Library committee , explained that curren lv th Universi~y ~f
w
xico
ranks 101 of 104 university libraries belonging to the Associat1on of Re earc
Libraries and is now at risk of losing its membership , Tha loss ou d
adversely affect the nationally perceived quality of the accrea· a ion of i
graduate degrees . He asked the Senate to approve he followin r sou ion:
Whereas , the university of New Mexico is now ranked
101 of 104 university libraries b longing to the
Association of Research Libraries, and
·
·ty i·s at risk of losing its
!.ofuereas , the Universi
membership and thus the nationally per.ceiv d quality
of the accreditation of its gra uate degr es;
Now be it resolved that we , the Faculty Sen te of h
stronnly urQe the Univ~rs · ty
·
·
·
University of New Mexico ,
.J
·
administration to continue active Y to see~ sufficien
funding and to take necessarv m asures to ins~r
ha t
·
·
·t m mb rshi an~ 1mprovP~ its
general library maintains i s
.
·
ranking in the Association of Research L hr ries .

- 2-

Professor
Lihraries ann
that student
number up .
non- professional
making excell nt
iqnPault stated
reqardjnq our ARL mc>mbers ip .
recoonized re~earch ins i ut'on a
from such orqanizations as t e
affected .
The Senate aporoved t he re olu ion
At 5 : 20 p •• , a ouorum was no
Respectfully suhmitt d ,

Anne J .

on~ r or

n

UNM FACULTY SENATE

SUBJECT:

Items from the Curricula Committee

REQUESTED ACTION:

Approve a Master of Water Resources Administration degree

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:

See Attachments.
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JfORMC
MAJOR AND MINOR CURRICULAR CHANGES
1.

_l_ J_a_n_ua_ r_,y.__1_9_8_9_ _ _ _ _ __
Date: _ _3
Unit:

Natural Resources Center (Law & Public Admin . )
( Dept., Div., PJ;" og.)

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

UNIT PREP ARES IN TRIP LI CA TE
Routing {All three copies)
Dean of Library Services
College Curriculum Comm. if necessary
College or School Facuity 3 rCollege or School Dean .. ·J
FS Undergraduate Academic Affairs
Comm. and/or FS Graduate Comm.
Office of Graduate Studies (For grad.
level changes)
FS Curricula Committee
Provost
Faculty Senate

I. Major Change

X _ _ _ __
New _ _.._

~Revision of_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Deletion _ _ _ __ _
existing degree
New _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Revision of _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Major
Deletion _ _ _ _ __
existing major
Minor
New _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Revision of _ _ _ _ _ __ _
Deletion _ _ _ _ __
existing minor
Concentration New _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Revision of _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Deletion _ _ _ _ __
existing concentration
Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the ·catalog in the space provided or on attached
sheets.
Degree

MASTER OF WATER RESOURCES ADMINISTRATION
Requirements:

See attached proposal , page · 11 .

II. Minor Change
Minor name change of existing degree, major, minor, or concentration.
Minor program revision ( 3-5 hours)

Reasons for Request (attach extra sheets if necessary)

Please see attached proposal .
Effective Date of Proposed Change: _ _ _ _ _S.. ,_p_r_i_n.=.g______
Semester

1990
Year

Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications: (attach statements) See attached proposal, pages 16 & 17 .
Might this change impinge in any significant way on student or departmental programs? Yes _ _ No _ X
_
If yes, have you resolved these issues with department involved?
(attach statement)
hair

Date:

,/-J2-~

Date: ..1.Date:
Date:

~i-- 'rt

3LiL~

3/z/t'l
r,

Date:
Date:
Date:

r~lg-4
Le:t 'i I'rl

FS Curricu~m

Date:

3

Provost __=t-...L~~~~~L~~~::!:=.---~------- -

Date:

J/1:,.7//7

Faculty Senate _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __

Date:

I

I

II THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
DATE,

February 21, 1989

To:

Jeanne Sohn, Associate Dean of Library Services

FROM:

Mary Beth Johnson

SUBJECT:

Form C - Master's Program in Water Resources Managem~nt

The General Library collections can support the prorosed master 's degree program
in Water Resou rc es Mana gement. The Library has been actively collecting materials
in natural resou rce economics in support of the Natural Resources Certificate in
Economics program offered through the Na tural Resources Center and the Economics
Derartment. \-.la ter related materials have been ac(]uired whenever available. The
interest in water rela t ed issues by the Economics and Public Administration Departments, the Law School , other university derartments and the commu nity will
assure co ntinu ed suprort by the library in th is area at the depth required for
a master's program.
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I.

INTRODUCTION AND RATIONALE
Water plays a central role in the history of New Mexico and the West as

a whole.
region.

Nothing is likely to rival water in its power to shape events in this
It follows, then, that to control its future New Mexico must manage

water well.

This imperative is not new, but events of the last few decades

have made it more complex and urgent.

Over the past 100 years in the Western United States, the dominant
strategy with respect to water resources has been to develop them and "make t he
desert bloom."

As the western states have become more densely populated and

urbanized, however, competition for water has grown keener and the pressures on
decisionmakers more intense.

In the West today, rivers and streams are almost

all fully appropriated; major dams, reservoirs, and aqueducts are in place;
groundwater aquifers are declining as a result of l arge scale pumping; and the
federal government has sharply scaled down and revamped its funding of water
projects.

Plainly, the water development period is waning.

Further, due to

the unpredictable nature of global climate change, current water supplies,
however longstanding and apparently reliable, cannot be taken for granted.

The historical period of development is being succeeded by an era of
management.

The management era will be dominated by strategies involving

reallocation and conservation of water, as well as protection and restoration
of water quality and wildlife habitat.

These new strategic emphases call for

new water management institutions, some of which are already evolving (e.g.,
water markets), and water managers prepared for the challenges entailed.
the developmental period, construction engineering was the preferred

In
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technology, politicians the chief decisionmakers, and federal subsidy the
fuel .

Today, the technological focus is on conservation, efficiency, and

environmental protection; decisions are in the hands of judges, market
specialists, and public administrators; and urban growth provides the major
fuel.

Emerging water management proble~s demand a combination of knowledge and
skill that cannot be acquired through study in a single discipline.

In

addition to proficiency in their own fields of specialization, water managers
who are engineers, hydrologists, geologists, or ecologists will need a working
knowledge of water law, policy, and econom ics.

Similarly, water lawyers and

water policy analysts must become conversant with the natural science ana
engineering foundations of changes they litigate, legislate, or administer.

Famil iarity with several disciplines, however, does not guarantee the
ability to integrate, apply, and communicate knowledge in practice.

Today's

water managers must not only understand alternative approaches to problems, but
be able to meld them into comprehensive, practical solutions.

The conception

and i mplementation of solutions will depend on skill in communicating with
professionals in various fields and with the public at large.

Finally, the constraints of both water and financial budgets require
that water managers be effective administrators.

As stewards of finite

resources, they must accommodate competing economic, ecological, and equity
concerns.

Here, the state and the region have an admirable historical record.

The earliest Native American and Hispanic inhabitants of the southwest offer

the tradition of respect for water that is still the surest basis for
successful stewardship.

In recent times, political leaders such as Senator

Clinton Anderson have forged coalitions that produced many water projects in
the state.

And public officials such as Steve Reynolds have administratively

enforced rules for efficient water management that are highly regarded
nationally and internationally.

This proposal describes and supports a plan that will help maintain that
leadership through creation of a master's degree in water resources administration centered at the University of New Mexico.

The plan was developed by the

Interdisciplinary Water Curriculum Commit tee, which is described in the
following section.

II.

INTERDISCIPLINARY WATER CURRICULUM (IWC) COMMITTEE
In June, 1987, respond ing to faculty interest, Vice President for

Academic Affairs Chris Gar cia appointed a faculty collll1littee "to design an interdisciplinary water curriculum, explore its feasibility, and prepare a plan for
its implementation if the feasibility judgment is favorable."
that plan.

Th i s document is

It is a product of the committee's work over the past year and a

half.

Garcia named as committee co-chairs James Gosz, Professor of Biology,
and F. Lee Brown, Professor of Economics and Public Administration and
C0 - Di rector of the Natural Resources Cen t er ( uRC)
,,
•

The committee's membership

includes faculty from nine academic units: the departments of Biology, Civil
Engineering, Economics, Geography, Geology, and Political Science; the Division

10

of Public Administration; the School of Law and the School of Architecture and
Planning.
the NRC.

At Garcia's request, staff support to the committee was provided by
Capsule res umes of the commi ttee members are provided in Appendix 1.

Members of the IWC Committee
Shaul Ben-Dav id
Doug Brookins
F. Lee Brown*
Ron Cummings
Tim De Young
Charles DuMars
Willis Ellis
Jim Gosz*
Em Hall
Richard Heggen
Hank Jenkins-Smith
Ted Jojola
Min Kantrowitz
Ruth Kovnat
Manuel Molles
Michele Minnis
Chris Nunn
Ant oine tte Sedillo Lopez
John Shomaker
Bruce Thomson
Steve Thompson
Steve Wells
Carl Whit e

(Economics)
(Geology)
(Economics and Public Admin istration)
(Economics)
(Public Administration)
(Law)
(Law)

(Biology)
(Law)

(Civil Engineering)
(Political Science )
(Communi ty & Regional Planning nd
American Studies Center)
(Communi ty & Regional Planning )
(Law)

(Biology)
(Natural Resources Center)
(Economics)
(Law)

(Geology)
(Civil Engineering)
(Geography)
(Geology)
(Biology)

Natural Resources Center Staff: Robin Morgan and David Kennedy

*Committee co-chair

\I

tive

Table 1.

Curriculum for Master of Water Reso ur ces Administration
PREREQUISITES*
Calculus (1 year)
I ntroductor y Chemistry (1 year)
Probability & St at istics (1 semester)
Inte rmediate Mi c roeconomics (1 semester)

ELECTIVES
(6 credit hours)

REQUIRED COURSES
(30 credit hours)

credit hour s

credit hours
Interdisciplinary I (survey)
and Communications Lab
Interdisciplinary II
(technical modeling) &
Communications Lab

4

4

Interdiscipl inary III
(field based problem
solving ) & Communic ations

L~

4

Hydrology

3

Hydrogeology

3

Water Law

3

Administrative Behavior

3

Public Budgeting

3

Public Personnel

3

Aquatic Ecology &
Tox i cology

3

Resource Economics

3

Public Policy

3

Communit y & Regional Pl anni ng

3

Environmental Health

3

(others to be determined )

* These can be met by taking the following UNM cou rses or comparable
courses: MATH 162 & 163 (Calcul us ) , CHEMISTRY 1211 & 1221, MATH 345
(Probability and Statistics), and ECONOMICS 300.

UNM FACULTY SENATE

SUBJECT:
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Policies and Procedures Regarding Research Fraud

REQUESTED ACTION:

Approve attached policies and procedur es

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: On May 10, 1988 the Research Policy Committee
presented for information and input by the Faculty Senate a proposed
policy concerning research fraud. It was understood that t he policy would
be brought back to the Senate for fina l approval.
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March,1989

DRAFT
TIIE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES REGARDING RESEARCH FRAUD

I.

Introduction
Integrity, trust, and respect are important elements in an academic research

environment. Investigators typically conduct research and explain findings and theories
with painstaking diligence, precision, and responsibility. However, a growing number of
cases involving research fraud threatens to both erode the public trust and cast doubt on
the credibility of all researchers.
Because the University of New Mexico as well as the general public and
government are affected by this issue, the University has decided to take steps to deal
with research fraud if it arises and to ensure the credibility and objectivity of research
activities. These steps are, in broad terms, to:

1.

Ensure that ethical standards for research at UNM are clearly understood and
applied.

2.

Promptly inquire into allegations of fraud and, where appropriate, initiate
formal investigations and advise sponsors of action taken.

3.

Ensure that each investigation is properly documented to support findings
and carefully conducted to protect any person whose reputation may be
placed at risk during the process.

The policy and procedures regarding research fraud are intended to protect the
integrity of the University's research enterprise and not hinder the search for truth or
interfere with academic freedom.

G
II.

Definition:
"Research fraud" or "fraud" applies to sponsored and unsponsored research and

means: intentional fabrication, falsification, misrepresentation, theft, or plagiarism
concerning research results, activities, and related documentation; it also means gross
carelessness in conducting research amounting to wanton disregard of truth or
objectivity, or failure to comply or at least attempt to comply with material and relevant
aspects of valid statutory or regulatory requirements governing the research in question.
Research fraud is not an error in judgment, a misinterpretation of experimental results, an
oversight in attribution, a disagreement with recognized authorities, a failure in either
inductive or deductive reasoning, an error in planning or carrying out experiments, a
calculation mistake, or being wrong or ignorant.
III.

Policy
A. Research fraud cannot be tolerated and will be firmly dealt with when clearly
shown to be present.
B.

Charges of research fraud by persons who do not fully identify themselves
shall not be acted upon. Charges from a properly identified party shall be
promptly reviewed and a copy of this Policy shall be made available to such
party. If health or safety is involved, prompt remedial action shall be taken.
The charges shall be treated at ascending levels of formality to minimize
distraction from normal activities and permit the taking of action tailored to
the authenticity and seriousness of the charges and the nature and extent of
the misconduct.

C.

Every effort shall be made to protect the rights and the reputations of
everyone involved, including the individual who in good faith alleges
perceived misconduct as well as the alleged violator(s). However, persons
making intentionally dishonest, malicious, or irresponsible allegations shall

-
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be severely dealt with and may be subject to dismissal as well as criminal
and/or civil legal action.
D. All faculty members, staff, and students are expected to cooperate with
committees conducting inquiries or investigations. Care will be exercised at
all times to ensure confidentiality to the maximum extent possible and to
protect the safety and privacy of persons involved in the research under
inquiry or investigation. Files involved in an Inquiry or Formal Investigation
shall be kept secure and not retrievable by personal identifiers, and applicable
State and Federal law shall be followed regarding confidentiality of
personnel records.
IV.

Procedures
A. Processing Initial Allegations of Research Fraud
1.

An initial report of alleged fraud shall be treated and brought in a
confidential manner to the attention of the faculty member or other
person (e.g., chairperson, supervisor, director, principal investigator)
responsible for the researcher(s) whose actions are in question. (Accuser
may wish to seek counsel prior to bringing charges.) That faculty
member or other person shall, in turn, make an immediate confidential
report of the allegations to the Vice President for Research or the
Director of the Medical Center, as appropriate. The Vice President for
Research or the Director for the Medical Center may at their discretion
and as they deem appropriate inform the accused of the charges and, if
the accuser consents, of the identity of the accuser. The Vice President
for Research or the Director of the Medical Center acting as appropriate
through deans, chairpersons or directors shall take immediate corrective
action if a threat to health or safety is involved.

3G
2.

The Vice President for Research or the Director of the Medical Center
shall promptly review the allegation and prepare an initial finding.
(Note: "Finding" as used herein means a written document containing a
full explanation of the facts and the reasoning which supports a decision
of innocence or violation.) The Vice President for Research or Director
of the Medical Center may appoint an ad hoc Committee for this
purpose. Such Committee shall consist of three faculty members at least
two of whom including the chairperson shall be tenured. Deans,
chairpersons, and directors shall be eligible for appointment to such
Committee. Should the allegation be considered frivolous or unfounded
by the Vice President for Research or the Director of the Medical Center,
the person bringing the charges shall be so informed and appropriate
further inquiry made, if necessary, concerning the accuser's motivation
or responsibility. The Vice President for Research or Director of the
Medical Center shall take disciplinary action against the accuser if
appropriate or recommend administrative sanctions or criminal or civil
legal action to the President.

B.

Inquiry
1.

If from the report and initial finding the Vice President for Research or

Director of the Medical Center believes that allegations warrant further
inquiry, the Vice President for Research or Director of the Medical
Center shall provide a copy of the finding to the President and shall
appoint an Inquiry Committee of three persons other than persons
previously serving as ad hoc Committee members. At least two
Committee members shall be tenured faculty. One of the tenured facu lty
members shall chair the Committee. Care shall be taken to ensure that
no Committee member has a potential or actual conflict of interest with

y
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the researcher(s) under investigation or with the accuser. All Committee
meetings shall be held in confidence in a secure area.
2.

The Inquiry Committee shall promptly review the initial report and
finding and other available information on a preliminary basis. If, based
on this preliminary review, the Committee believes that the Inquiry
should be dropped because the allegations are irresponsible, trivial, or
clearly insubstantial, the Committee shall submit a finding to that effect
to the Vice President for Research or the Director of the Medical Center
as appropriate, and to the President, and the Inquiry shall be terminated
preferably without any notice or publicity whatsoever, except for action
as in A.2. if appropriate. If, however, the Inquiry Committee believes
the allegations are prima facie responsible and have substance, the
Committee shall notify the sponsoring agency if appropriate under the
agency's criteria, and each person accused of fraud shall be advised by
the Vice President for Research or the Director of the Medical Center in
writing of (a) the allegations, (b) the identity of the accuser, (c) the
identity of the Committee members, (d) the right to retain private
counsel, and (e) the need to retain all documents, records, tapes, etc.,
relating to the research in question in unaltered condition.

3.

The length of the inquiry shall not exceed sixty days unless prior written
approval for a longer period is obtained from the Vice President of
Research or the Director of the Medical Center. After completion of the
inquiry, the Inquiry Committee's finding shall be provided to the Vice
President for Research or the Director of the Medical Center and to the
President. If the Inquiry Committee's finding is that the allegations lack
sufficient substance or support to justify a formal investigation, the
individual(s) who reported the alleged fraud and the accused hall be so

'
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notified in writing by the Committee Chairperson. All University
personnel involved in or contacted in connection with the inquiry shall
be informed in writing of the results and shall refrain from making any
comments on the matter whatsoever outside of Committee business
unless authorized in writing by the Committee Chair. If in its finding the
Committee also determines that the charges were dishonest, malicious,
or irresponsible, the Vice President for Research or the Director of the
Medical Center, or, if necessary, the President, shall talce appropriate
disciplinary or legal action such as proceedings leading to dismissal of
the person malcing the changes or referral of the matter for criminal or
civil legal action.
C.

Formal Investigation
1.

If the Inquiry Committee unanimously recommends in writing to the
Vice President for Research or Director of the Medical Center that a
formal investigation is warranted, the Vice President for Research or the
Director of the Medical Center, as appropriate, shall appoint in
consultation with the University President an Investigation Committee of
five tenured faculty members including the chairperson. No person shall
be appointed to the Investigation Committee who was ineligible for or
who served on the Inquiry Committee, or who has any potential or actual
conflict of interest with the persons under investigation or with the
accuser. Committee members should be selected on the basis of relevant
research background and experience. If required by sponsoring agency
regulations, the University shall notify the agency of its decision to
commence an investigation.

2.

Each researcher under investigation shall be apprised of the allegation
in writing, of the identity of the members of the Investigation

Committee, and of the right to retain private legal counsel. The accused
person(s) as a whole and the accuser(s) as a whole shall each have the
right to challenge the appointment of one member. Such challenge shall
be made in writing to the chairperson within 10 days of notification of
the identity of members. Upon receipt of the challenge the chairperson
shall promptly appoint another member to replace the challenged
.

member and notify all parties of the member's identity. Further, the
accused person or persons as a whole shall be accorded the right to elect
one person not under investigation having technical expertise to assist
the Committee. Such person shall be appointed to the Committee as a
non-voting member and shall be subject to all rules adopted by the
Investigation Committee including requirements for confidentiality.
3.

During the investigation University legal counsel shall be available to
the Committee for consultation. Information concerning the research
under investigation such as laboratory notebooks and related records of
research activities, topical, technical, and summary reports, drafts of
unpublished manuscripts and related data and materials shall be made
available as requested by the Committee.

4.

The Committee shall hold all meetings in confidence unless open
meetings are approved in writing by the President. The Committee from
time to time shall inform each accused person under investigation of its
general progress. Accused persons under investigation shall be treated
as innocent of the charges at all times until and unless duly found to be
in violation. Accused persons shall be afforded the opportunity to
respond to the charges and to questions posed by the Committee and to
provide additional information or explanations voluntarily. In response
to a request by the accused or on the Committee's own initiative, it shall

be a matter of the Committee's sole discretion subject to written
approval of the President as to whether and how the accused and accuser
should confront each other, or the case should be publicized. Factors to
be considered in recommending such disclosure, confrontation, or
publication shall include a) the behavior and actions of the accused and
accuser, b) regulatory requirements of the sponsoring agency or
contractual provisions governing the research, c) whether in view of the
nature of the case the proposed action would enhance impartiality,
objectivity, and fairness in the manner of conducting the Committee's
proceedings and in reaching a just decision, and d) relationship of the
University' s investigative efforts to criminal or civil court proceedings or
to investigative efforts by the sponsor.
5.

The Committee may in its discretion for itself or on behalf of the accused
or accuser require delivery of documents, interview witnesses, take
depositions or signed statements of witnesses, obtain evidence, vi it
sites, and replicate tests. The Committee may also hold hearings and
shall maintain a verbatim written record of all proceedings. Courtroom
procedures may be followed at the discretion of the Committee. The
President or President's designee may be present at any proceeding or
meeting of the Committee.

6.

A finding that a person has committed research fraud shall require a
unanimous vote of the Investigation Committee. The accused person
shall have fourteen days to provide comments on the finding to the
Committee.

7.

If a unanimous vote of the Committee for a finding of research fraud is
not obtained, then the person under investigation is innocent of research
fraud.
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8.

The Committee may also recommend separately or with the above
findings that, because in its unanimous opinion the allegations of fraud
appear to be malicious, intentionally dishonest, or irresponsible, a further
investigation of the accuser should be initiated. Alternatively, the
Committee may actually find by unanimous vote that the allegations of
research fraud were malicious, intentionally dishonest, or irresponsible.
In such instance, the accuser shall have fourteen days to provide written
comments thereon to the Committee.

9.

The findings in 6., 7., or 8. above and the comments of the accused
and/or accuser as applicable shall be included in a final written report of
the Committee signed by all voting members which shall be submitted to
the President.

D. Action Following Investigation
1.

If the Committee finds research fraud, the University shall take the
following actions as required or appropriate:
a)

Notify the sponsoring agency of the findings;

b)

Take steps to withdraw, retract, modify, or explain all pending and
previously published abstracts and papers related to the fraudulent
research and to alert publishers, organizations, and the public to
the affected research;

c)

Take appropriate disciplinary action (e.g., dismissal proceedings)
as well as administrative, criminal, or civil legal action concerning
the persons found to have committed research fraud; and

d)

Take any other steps deemed appropriate to accomplish justice and
preserve the integrity of the University and the credibility of the
Sponsor's program.
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2.

If the Committee does not find research fraud, efforts will be undertaken
to the extent possible and appropriate by the University to fully protect,
restore, or maintain the credibility of the research project, research
results, and the reputation of the accused, the sponsor, and others who
were involved in the investigation or deleteriously affected thereby.
Evidentiary material, documents, etc., shall be disposed of in accordance
with University Counsel's advice.

3.

If the Committee further finds that a party's allegations were malicious,
intentionally dishonest, or irresponsible, steps shall be taken by the
University to further investigate the party and take appropriate
disciplinary or legal action. If such party is not associated with the
University, appropriate organizations or authorities shall be notified and
administrative or legal action considered.

4.

The Board of Regents in the pursuit of justice and fairness may, in its
sole discretion, fully or partially reimburse the accused and/or the
accuser for legal fees in cases of unusual hardship.

E.

Compliance With Federal Policies
Faculty members or others who are on the staff of the Veterans
Administration Medical Center or who perform clinical, medical, or other
specialized research under the aegis of UNM must also comply with federal
policies and guidelines which govern such work. The Committees shall
cooperate with the University in meeting various Federal agency reporting
requirements regarding their inquiries or investigations.

F.

Distribution of this Document
Present faculty and staff shall be given copies of this document as soon as
possible. New faculty and staff shall be issued a copy at the time of initial
employment, and dissemination shall be made to students in an appropriate
manner.

G. Continuing Review of Policy
These University policies and procedures relating to ethical conduct of
research and investigation of allegations of fraud shall be under continuing
review and modified in light of the experience gained. Suggestions for
revision should be sent to the Research Policy Committee.
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UNM FACULTY SENATE

SUBJECT:

Establishment of University Planning Group and University Planning Center

REQUESTED ACTION : Request again that the University estahlish a Planning Group
and a Planning Center as of July, 1989

BACKGROUND INFORMATION : On March 19, 1985, the Faculty Senate approved a
to estahlish
recommendation from the Senate Long Range Planning Committ
University Planning Group and a Planning Center. To date this has not be n
done .
(See the following pages for more information . )

TO: UNM's FACULTY SENATE
FROM: FACULTY SENATE LONG RANGE PLANNING COMMITTEE
SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR ACTION -- University Planning Group
and University Planning Center
DATE: March 27, 1989

The Faculty Senate Long Range Planning Committee (LRPC)
urges the Faculty Senate to request action from the University
President so that a new UNIVERSITY PLANNING GROUP (UPG) with
a UNIVERSITY PLANNING CENTER (UPC) be implemented as of July 1, 1989.
The Faculty Senate is reminded that it alr eady approved this matter
at the end of the academic year 1984/85.

Peter Pabisch
Chair, LRPC

PS: For details please refer to the accompanying document.
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Proposal:
I.

University-wide Planning at UNM

Introduction.

The Faculty Senate Long-range Planning Committee (FSLRPC) notes with
approval the emphasis on rational, campus-wide planning which recurrs
throughout the "preliminary report" of the UNM 2000 committee. The SLRPC
accepts as its charge long-range planning issues on behalf of the faculty;
at the same time it notes that long-range planning for any consfituency at
UNM needs two conditions: 1) a university-wide plan to provide some
context and 2) mechanisms for allowing consensus to form.
The UNM 2000 committee's final report will provide university-wide
goals, a step which will make planning at all subsequent levels much easier
than has been the case previously. We realize that procedures need to be
in place to guarantee that the planning process continues. The second aim,
that of developing consensus, cannot be achieved at the university level
without healthy participation of the faculty, as well as other elements of
the university community. In this regard we are pleased that the
"preliminary report" of the UNM 2000 committee endorsed the concept of the
University Planning Group (UPG) and the University Planning Center (UPC).
What follows is a specific organizational structure for those new bodies,
their composition (where appropriate), and a general set of charges.

II.

Organization.

.
Office of Planning and Policy Studies (OPPS). This office is.alr~ady
10 place; it reports directly to the President. Its current funct1on 1s to
serve the needs of the administration on policy and planning issues. To
this would be added the maintainance of the University Planning Center and
the support of the University Planning Group.
University Planning Center (UPC). Maintained by the OPPS, this would
be a place as much as a body. It would be the source of data needed by
units across the university as they pursue their planning functions.
University Planning Group (UPG). A group of i~dividual~ who meet
regularly to update the university master.plan, mon1t~r consistency between
plans, and mediate conflicts which arise 10 the planning area.

III.

Composition.
1.

2.

Office of Planning and Policy Studies (OPPS):
constituted.
University Planning Center {UPC) :
determined.

as presently

Personnel requirements to be
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University Planning Proposal
3.

University Planning Group (UPG):
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

f.
g.
h.
lo

j.
k.
1.

IV.

Vice President for Planning (chair)·
Vice Pres:· d ent for Finance (or designee);
'
Vic~ President for Academic Affairs (or designee)·
Chair, Campus Planning Committee·
'
Cha~r, Senate Long-range Plannin~ Committee·
Chair, Budget Review and Planning Committee:
1
Facul.ty member, appointed by Senate Operati"o ns Committee;
President, Faculty Senate·
.
' and Policy Studies;
Director,
Office of Planning
Staff member (elected);
Student member (elected)·
.
' Affairs.
Vice
President for Student

Duties.
1.

Office of Planning and Policy Studies (OPPS)
a.

Monitor selected areas:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

b.
c.
2.

e.g.

Demographics (internal and external);
sch/headcount/CHE formulae;
major issues in higher education with impact on UNM;
national, regional, state economies;
accountability/assessment requirements;
changing societal values;
state-level trends in education;
student financial aid;
comparitive financing.

Maintain environmental scan.
Maintain University Planning Center.

University Planning Center (UPC)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

h.

Maintain a file of all planning documents produced at UNM;
Prepare and display enrollment forecasts for UNM;
Collect, analyze, and display demographic, economic,
educational, and attitudinal facts and trends which are
likely to or should affect UNM;
Propose operational indicators to measure progress toward
meeting planning objectives;
Collect, analyze, display, and evaluate data on the agreed
operational indicators;
Acquire and use computer simulations and other models to
produce hypothetical futures and perform sensitivity
analyses;
Provide staff work on planning for the Faculty Senate's
Long Range Planning Committee, the central administration,
the Council of Deans, SPAC, and other similar entities;
Maintain an educational and reference library of the best
literature on university planning;
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Offer training experiences in planning for administrators,
staff, and students.

University Planning Group (UPG)
a)

b)

To regularly update the UNM masterplan by recommending
to the president changes which he/she will advance for
action to the Board of Regents.
To review unit plans for the following characteristics:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

c)
d)
e)

consistency with any state-wide plan;
consistency with the UNM masterplan;
internal consistency;
inter-unit consistency (i .e. college-department;
college-college; academic unit-support unit);
creative solutions which could be applied
elsewhere in the university.

To survey comparable institutions for useful ideas.
To report as needed to the president and appropriate
vice presidents the results of such regular reviews.
To issue opinions at the request of any unit concerning
perceived planning conflicts.
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UNM FACULTY SENATE

SUBJECT :

Resolution from the Senate Library Committee

REQUESTED ACTION:

Approve the following resolution :

Whereas , the University of New Mexico is now ranked 101 of 104
university libraries belonging to the Association of Research Libraries,

and
Whereas , the University is at risk of losing its membership and thus the
nationally perceived quality of the accreditation of its graduate degrees;
Now be i t resolved that we, the Faculty Senate of the University of New
Mexico, strongly urges the University administration to continue to
actively seek sufficient funding and take necessary measures to insure
that the general library maintains ~ts membership in)and improves its
ranking within the Association of Resea r ch Libraries .

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: Professor O. J . Rot hrock, Chair of the Library
Committee , will present bac kg round infor ma t ion at the Senate meeting.

~o

UNM FACULTY SENATE

SUBJECT:

EEOC Discrimination Grievance Procedure

REQUESTED ACTION:
Senate is requested to discuss the procedure and mak
recommendations.
BACKBROUND INFORMATION:
In accordance with a request made by the Facul y
Senate, the attached are new EEOC Discrimination Procedures d sign d
for complaints of discrimination based on sex, race, color na ional
or ethnic origin, religion, handicap, sexual preference, maternal or
paternal status, age or military involvement.

~\
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DISCRIMINATION GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
ARTICLE 1.
1.1

General.

INTRODUCTION

It is the policy of the University of New Mexico

to work with students, faculty and staff in finding fair
and just solutions to problems of discrimination.

The

purpose of this procedure is to provide a mechanism by
which all members of the University community can have
allegations of discrimination heard, investigated, and
resolved with fairness and objectivity and without fear of
reprisal.

1.2

Definition of Discrimination.

For purposes of this

grievance procedure, discrimination shall be defined as
including 1) overt acts based on sex, race, color, national
or ethnic origin, religion, handicap, sexual preference,
maternal or paternal status, age or military involvement
including allegations of retaliation related to previous
discrimination complaints adversely affecting the
complainant and 2) subtle behavior of the respondent, based
on the characteristics listed above i.e., sex, race, etc.,
that is sufficiently severe or pervasive to create a
hostile work or learning environment for the complainant,
taken from the standpoint of a reasonable person.

Examples

of subtle discriminatory behavior include, but are not
limited to, condensation, stereotyping, derogatory
comments, tokenism and patronization.

1.3

Scope.

This procedure applies to persons who are

University of New Mexico students, faculty and staff at the
time of the event or situation alleged to be
discriminatory.

This procedure does no t apply to

complaints ~f sexual harassment which are grievab le under
the Sexual Harassment Grievance Procedure.

1.4

University Dissemination.

The existence of this grievance

procedure shall be made known to every new student or
employee (faculty or staff) during the initial orientation
program.

This review should emphasize the University ' s

objectives of resolving grievances with objectivity,
without fear of retaliatory consequence s or repr isals, and
within a reasonable length of time.

1.5

Jurisdiction

1. 5. 1

If the respondent believes that a complaint filed
under this procedure is not within the scope of
this procedure set forth in section 1.2 or should
be resolved under a different proced ure, the
respondent shal l request that it be transferred.
If the Affirmative Action Office (AAO) agrees
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with the transfer request , or if the AAO on its
own initiative believes that ·a complaint should
be transferred, it shall transfer the matter to
the alternative procedure.

The AAO shall consult

with the alternate decisionmaker in resolving any
jurisdictional issue.

If an alternative (transferee) decisionmaker or a
party challenges the AAO's jurisdictional
decision, the jurisdiction shall be decided
jointly by the Vice President for Academic
Affairs, Vice President for Student Affairs, and
Director of Personnel, with the University
Counsel as a nonvoting member, or their
designees.

The jurisdictional issue shall be

resolved within one week, after the mailing of
the complaint to the respondent in accordance
with Section 3.3, during which other time limits
shall be suspended.

Where appropriate, different

aspects of a dispute may be resolved under
different procedures.

1.5.2

As part of any decision rendered under this
procedure, the decisonmaker may transfer the
complaint, or part of it, to an appropriate
University department or procedure.

1.6

Complainant: Respondent.

The person complaining of

discrimination is the " complainant " ; the person accused of
discrimination is the "respondent. "

1.7

Affirmative Action Programs Committee.

The Affirmative

Action Programs Committee (AAPC) is appointed by the
President of the University to perform various f unctions
related to affirmative action.

The composition and full

responsibilities of the AAPC are specified in the UNM
Affirmative Action Manual, section C, "Administration of
Affirmative Action Program."

One responsibility of the AAPC is to hear discrimination
grievances, in accordance with section 3.8 of this
Procedure .

The AAPC has, therefore, primary responsibility

for the implementation of this Procedure.

1.8

Affirmative Action Office.

The AAO has responsibility for

implementing the University's affirmative action programs.
As part of that responsibility, the AAO implements various
phases of this procedure, including counseling grievants;
receiving and conciliating complaints; and performing
ministerial tasks as spelled out in t his procedure.

ARTICLE 2.

2.1

General.

INFORMAL RESOLUTION

An employee or student is encouraged to discuss

any discrimination problem with the putative responden t in
the first instance and thereafter with a supervisor,
faculty member, department chair, dean, or member of the
AAO,

in an attempt to resolve the problem without filing a

formal complaint.

It is intended that such problems be

resolved with the cooperation of everyone involved, at the
lowest administrative level possible.

2.2

Consultation With AAO Counselor.

2.2.1

Prior to filing a formal discrimination complaint
a person may contact the Affirmative Action
Office to set up a meeting with a Counselor from
that office.

At the person's request, the

meeting shall be held within one week of the
initial contact.

The person can call anonymously

to receive information.

The Counselor will provide an opportunity to talk
about the problem confidentially; evaluate
whether the conduct in question appears to

constitute discrimination; and discuss the
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possibility of retaliation, and how to identify
and report it.

The Counselor will also explain options for
resolving the problem, including private action,
formal complaint, legal action, and counseling;
discuss the requirements, advantages, and
disadvantages of each option; and offer referrals
to other sources of assistance.

If the problem involves allegations of
discrimination against a student within the
academic process, the Counselor shall advise the
student regarding the preliminary resolution
process described in Section 3.4.

2.2.2

All conversations and materials submitted by a
complainant to a Counselor, as well as that
person's identify, shall remain confidential and
shall not be disclosed except with the written
permission of the complainant.

2.2.3

Discussions with a Counselor shall not extend the
deadline for filing a complaint.

ARTICLE 3.

3.1

Deadline.

FORMAL ACTION

All formal complaints must be filed in writing

with the AAO within ninety days of the complainant's
becoming aware of the alleged discriminatory action or of
the most recent occurrence if the behavior was continual.

3.2

Advisors.

Each party may have an Advisor, who, after St ep

1 has been completed, may be an attorney, to provide

assistance in the complaint process.

Each party may se l ect

an Advisor from a list maintained by the AAO, or may choose
any other person, with the exception of members o f the AAO
staff and the Affirmative Action Programs Committee.

If

both parties are union members, neither Advisor may be the
union representative or a union steward.

3.3

Filing the Complaint.

The complaint shall be filed in

writing on a form to be provided by the AAO and shall
include complainant's name, respondent's name, a statement
of the behavior in question, and the remedy desired.

The AAO will determine within one week whether this
Discrimination Grievance Procedure is applicable; if not,
the Affirmative Action office will refer the complaint to
the appropriate department or agency, pursuant to section
1. 4.

The AAO shall assign a different AAO Counselor to contact
each party immediately to assist in understanding this
procedure and in preparing for the conciliation meeting
pursuant to section 3.6.

The AAO shall send a copy of the

complaint to the respondent within one week of receipt.
The AAO will provide a copy of this Procedure to each party
and inform each party of deadlines, including those for
filing with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and
any other appropriate outside agencies.

3.4

Preliminary Resolution Process for Academic Disputes.

If the complainant is a student and the complaint alleges
that he or she has been discriminated against in connection
with the academic process, the preliminary resolution
process set forth in this section shall be followed unless
the respondent is willing to sign a statement expressly
waiving this section.

The Se ction applies to disputes

alleging discrimination in academic evaluation, including
decisions about program or degree requirements, grades,
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course requirements, and letters of recommendation.

3.4.1

The student is urged first to try to resolve the
grievance by discussing the grievance with the
faculty member.

If the student and faculty

member cannot reach agreement, or if the student
does not want to discuss the matter directly with
the faculty member, the student shall discuss the
grievance with the chairperson of the department
or division.

If the grievance is still not

resolved, the studBnt shall discuss the grievance
with the appropriate Dean.

When the dispute

arises from a particular course, the appropriate
Dean is the Dean of the college offering the
course.

3.4.2

In these discussions, the chairperson or Dean is
encouraged to mediate the dispute.

In

particular, he or she should talk to both the
student and the faculty member, separately or
together, and should examine any relevant
evidence,

including any written statements the

parties wish to submit.

3.4.3

The student's Advisor pr ovi d ed f o r in section 3.
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sha l l remain available t o th e s tudent fo r
consultation and advice t hr oug hout the
preliminary discussions.

3.4.4

These preliminary disc ussi on s s hall be completed
within four weeks after th e st ud~nt files a
for mal complaint.

3.4.5

If t he preliminary dis cu ss ions do not resolve the
grievance, the student ma y p ro ceed using the
pr ocedures set forth in the f o l lowing sections .

3.4.6

The AAO shall i n form t he r e sp ondent of the
stud ent's decis i on no l a te r t han four weeks after
the filing of t he forma l compla int .

3.5

Filing the Answer.

The resp ond en t s ha ll submit a written

answer to the AAO, whic h shall send a copy of the answer
the complainan t .

The a ns wer s ha ll b e su bmitted within two

( 2) weeks of respondent ' s receipt of the complaint, or, if
section 3.4 applies and n o res o l ut i on ha s been achieved,
wi t hin six ( 6 ) weeks of respondent' s rece i p t of the
co mplaint.

I f the resp ond ent f ail s to s e nd an answe r , the

AAO may proceed without it.

o

3.6

Step One--Conciliation Meeting.
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Within two weeks after the

deadline for receiving the answer, the AAO will arrange and
conduct an informal meeting or meetings with the
complainant, the respondent, their respective Advisors, if
any, and the AAO Counselors assigned to the parties to
attempt a conciliation .

Either party may present written

evidence at the informal meeting(s) and explain his or her
position.

The AAO will maintain a written summary or tape

of the proceedings, retain copies of the written evidence,
and provide copies to each party, if requested.

If the complaint is resolved, the formal action will be
terminated.

If conciliation is not accomplished within

four weeks from the first meeting under Section 3.6, the
AAO shall send the parties notice that Step One procedures
have terminated.

The notice shall inform the parties of

the complainant's right to continue the formal action and
shall include an explanation of the appeal procedures as
well as notification that respondent's supervisor, if
applicable, will be involved.

3.7

Step Two--Hearing.

3.7.1

al from Step One of this
Either par t y may appe
. one week of the mailing of the
procedure wit h 1n
notice under Section 3.6 by filing with the AAO a
brief statement giving the reasons for the

appeal.
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The AAO shall immediately send a copy of

the statement to the other party, who shall have
two weeks to submit a response.

No response is

required, however .

3.7.2

Within one week of the date by which the response
is due, the Chair of the Affirmative Action
Programs Committee shall appoint three Committee
members to a panel.

Attempt should be made to

include panel membership that reflects the gender
and peer/ethnic groups of the parties involved in
the complaint.

A committee member shall be disqualified from
serving on a panel if a prior relationship with a
party or witness would interfere with his or her
objectivity.

A request for disqualification may

be made by any Committee member or party, and
shall be decided by the Chair of the AAPC.

3.7.3

The panel shall, within one week of its
appointment, contact the parties to set a
mutually agreeable hearing date.

The hearing

date shall be within four weeks of the panel ' s
appointment.

-.1:-2"-

3.7.4

The hearing shall be conducted in accordance wit r.~
• J

the University Formal Hearing Procedure, or wit h
procedures approved by the AAPC until the
aforesaid Hearing Procedure is adopted.

3.7.5

In evaluating a claim of discrimination in
academic evaluation, the panel may utilize one or
more expert witnesses to assist and advise the
hearing panel in determining whether the
evaluation was discriminatory.

Any expert

witness shall have expertise in the academic
subject matter at issue.

An expert whose

employment relationship with either party might
impair his or he r objectivity shall not serve as
an expert witness.

3.7.6

The panel shall deliberate in closed session.
All panel members shall be present.

Decisions

shall be by majority vote.

3.7.7

The panel shall first consider the testimony of
witnesses at the hearing and any documents,
evidence, or arguments offered by the parties.

The burden of the production of evidence shal 1
rest on the parties.
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If the panel concludes it

requires information that is not available to the
parties but within the control of the university
or other third parties, the panel may request the
AAO to secure such information.

The hearing may

be suspended for the shortest time necessary for
this purpose but in no event longer than four
weeks.

The panel shall then determine whether

discrimination has occurred.

If the panel determines that discrimination has
occurred, the panel may then make recommendations
for disciplinary action against the respondent
and/or action to remedy any unfair professional
or academic treatment of the complainant.

If the

panel determines that overt discrimination
against the complainant has not been proven but
that a hostile environment exists, the panel may
recommend, in addition to other remedial or
disciplinary actions, that the respondent and / or
the respondent's work unit, if an employee, be
required to participate in educational programs
designed to mitigate such discriminatory
behavior.

In arriving at these recommendations,
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the panel shall consider the harm suffered by the
complainant, the seriousness of respo ndent' s
offense, the outcomes of any prior formal
discrimination complaints against resp ondent, and
any comments from respondent's supervisor, if an
employee.

These factors s hall be considered only

for the purpose of making di sciplinary or
remedial recommendations and not for determining
whether discrimination occurred in the first
place.

3.7.8

The panel shall issue a written opinion
containing its proposed findings of fact,
conclusions, and any re commendations .

The

opinion shall be issued within two weeks of
receipt of all the evidence and arguments, and
shall be forwarded to the Affi rma tive Action
Programs Committee (AAPC).

3.7.9

The AAPC shall review the panel's recommendation
and may affirm, modify, or reverse the panel's
decision, or remand to the panel for further
proceedings.

The Committee's written decision
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shall be based on the re cord of the panel's
proceedings ( t he AAO conciliation report, the
panel's written decision, any written evidence

the panel consid ered, and the tape or transcript
of the hearing before the panel), and the written
statements of the parties.

No new evidence shall

be considered.

The decision shall be by a majority of the
members present.
the members.

A quorum shall be a majority o f

The AAPC decision shall be made

within four wee ks of the panel ' s recommendati on.
Copies of the AAPC's decision shall be sent by
the Chair to both parties within one week of

he

AAPC's decision.

3.8

Step Three

Procedural Review by the Presid ent.

Either

party may appeal from Step Two of this procedure within one
week of receiving the AAPC ' s decision by filing with the
AAO a brief statement giving the reasons for the appeal.
The AAO shall immediately send a copy of the statement to
the other party, who shall have a.n..e. week from receipt of
the statement to submit a response.
required, however.

No response is

The AAO shall forward to the Pre~ ident of the Uni versity
the record of the Step Two hearing along with the statement
of appeal and any response.

The President shall review,

ei th er personally or t hrou gh two or mo re designees, the
decision of the AAPC a nd, within two weeks of receiving the
record from the AAO, render a decision.

The President may

affirm, reverse, or re mand to the Committee with
instructions for further proceedings.

The President shall

reverse or remand only if there was some procedural flaw in
the proceedings below.

The President shall send notice to

the parties of his/h er decision.

3.9

Discretionary Review by the Board of Regents.

The parties'

rig h t to appeal decisi ons under these procedures terminates
with appeal under sections 3.8.

Howeve r , the Board of

Regents has the discreti on ary authority to review all
decisions.

The Regents wi ll normally accept review only in

extraordinary cases, suc h as where proper procedures have
not been followed, where th e decision appears to be
unsupported by the facts , or where the decision appe~rs to
violate University policy.

Requests for r e view made to the Regents normally will be
considered only after all other avenues of appeal have been
completed.

Requests by ei the r party shall be made by

written statement, incl ud ing the fa ct s, the proceedings
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below, and the reasons j u stifying extraordinary review.
Such requests shall be filed in the Office of the President
within one week of receipt of the President's dec isi on.
The Office of the President shall send a copy of the
request to the other party.

If review is granted, notice shall be provid ed to the
parties, the President and the AAO.
sha l l be established by the Regents.

Appr opriate procedures
The procedures shall

be communicated to the parties in advance, and shall
provide each party the opportunity to explain his or her
position orally and/or in writing.

New evidence (such as

additional documents or testimony of witn e ss ) will not
normally be taken by the Regents.

The decision of the Regents shall b e t he fina l step in the
Un iversity process.

3:10

Enforcement.

3.10.1

If the final decison is within the power of the
resp ondent to car ry out, the resp ondent shall do
so.

I f the respondent does not o r cannot carry

out the decision within a reasonable time, the

AAO shall pr epare a s igned s tatement summarizin
the final de c ision and s end i t to the appropria e
Vice Presid e nt , who s ha ll c arr y out the decision
or take acti on to caus e the dec i sion to be
carried out.

3.10.2

If the final d ecision i nclu d e s a r ecommendation
to terminate a t enured f acu lty membe r ,
enforcement s hall be acco r d ing to the Policy on
Academic Freed om and Tenu r e , sections 10 through
14.

If the fi n al de c is ion in cludes any other

recommendati on b elieved by a f aculty member or
graduate assis t ant to i n fringe upon his or her
academic freedom, he or s he may , within three
weeks of rece ip t of t he fin al decision, request a
hearing bef ore t he Committee on Academic Freedom
and Tenure pursuant t o the Policy on Academic
Freedom and Tenure, se ction s 15 through 16.

The

fac u lty member o r graduate a s si s tant shall file
any such reques t with t he Committee on Academic
Freedom and Te n ure wh i ch s ha ll in f o r m the
President an d t he AAO.

In re v iewing any

disciplinary a ct i on taken against a faculty
member or gradu ate ass i s tant , the r eviewing body
or o fficia l sh a l l con s ider the r ecord of
proceedings bef o r e t he pane l as well as the
panel ' s decisi on.

So

•-

• •

•.

•.-• • •

•

•

3.1 0 .3

·-

L

~

•

•

•

•

~

If th e final d e c ision in clu des a re commend a tion
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that disciplinary action s hould be tak en aga in s t
a staff member, any such action s ha l l be t aken in
accordance with the University's Pers on nel
Policies and Practices Man ual.

In c a se th e s taff

member seeks review under t he Manual, an y
reviewing body shall c onsider the re co r d of
proceedings bef o re the pane l as wel l a s th e
pane l 's decision .

3.1 0 .4

If th e final decision i nclud es a r ecommend ati on
t hat discipli n ary ac t i on s ho uld be taken agains t
a student, any such acti on shall be taken in
a c cordance with the Univers i ty's Student
Stand ards and Gr i evance Pr oc edure.

In cas e the

student seeks review under t hat Pol i c y , a ny
reviewing body or officia l shall con s id er the
re c ord of pro c eedings bef ore the p an e l a s well as
the panel ' s decision.

-2{}-
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ARTICLE 4.

4.1

CONFIDENTIALITY OF RECORDS

General.

4. 1. 1

Records of each grievance shall be maintained by
the AAO, which shall be responsible for their
confidentiality.

The AAO shall release files

only to persons authorized to have access under
sections 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4.

4.1.2

The AAO shall be responsible for pr oviding copies
of the complaint to the persons indicated herein
and for retrieving such copies at the conclusion
of each step.

The AAO shall inform each person

receiving a copy of the complaint that it is not
to be copied or shown to persons not directly
involved in this procedure and shall require a
signed receipt from each person who is provided a
copy.

4. 1. 3.

/

At the beginning of each academic year, the AAO
shall deliver to the President a report
summarizing all discrimination complaints
resolved during the previous academi c year.
anonymity of the parties shall be maintained.

The

4.2

Fi l es of Faculty Members.

Th e

con f ide ntia lity

40~
of Faculty

Records Policy shall app l y to ct 1scr
·
imi na t i on r eco r ds which
involve a faculty member as a named c omp l ai nant o r
respondent, provided tha t such fi l es shall be con s idered
n on-public information as defined i n t hat Policy.

4.3

Fil es of Staff Employees.

The Pers onn el In f o r mat i on

Dis c losure Po l icy shall apply t o di s c rim i n ation records
which involve a staff member as a n amed comp lainant or
respondent.

4.4

Fil es of Students.

The Student Reco r ds Policy Guid e lines

sha l l apply to discrimination re co r d s whi ch invol v e a
student as a named complainant or respond e n t .

4.5

Challenges.

Challenges to inf o r ma tion i n discriminati on

records, as provided for in Policies referr ed to in
paragraphs 4.2 and 4.4, s hal l n o t be used t o r econs ider
issues already resolved under t h is Gr i evance Pr ocedu r e.
Rather, challenges shall be only t o i nf or mati on whi ch
misrepresents proceedings and their r e sults, o r to
inf o rmation which was not a part of s uc h p r oceeding s .
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ARTICLE 5.

5.1

GENERAL PROVISIONS

Time Limits and Exten sions.

5.1.1

For good cau se , the AAO, the Chair of the AAPC or
the Preside nt , as appropriate, shall extend any
time limit set forth in these rules.

Good cause

shall includ e the fact that a time limit includes
finals week o r periods such as vacations,
holidays, int ersessions, or summer sessions if
parties or decisionmakers are absent from the
Universit y .

Any time extension shall be

communicted i n writing to all interested parties
along with a new written schedule.

5.1.2

If a time li mit is exceeded by a decisionmaker,
either par ty may appeal to the next step before
receiving a decision .

If a time limit is

exceeded b y a party , he shall lose the right to

proceed un l es s he can demonstrate unusual
circumstanc es justifying the delay and the
failure t o re q uest an extension in a timely
manner.

A d ec ision may be made without the

delaying p ar t y ' s participation.

• -

~

• • •

•

5.2

•

"..,.· • ..

•

••~ .... I.. •• •
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•

•

-

•

Absent Party.

~

.

.

.

.

.

.-

If one part y is absent from the Unive.rsit~07

the decisionmaker, with both parties· per mission, may
permit the absent party to participte in a hearing or
interview by conference call or by letter.

5.3

Mailing.

All mailings by the AAO o r the AAPC to the

parties of cop ies o f statements, responses, and decisi on s
shall be either by certified mail or by personal delivery.

5.4

Recordkeeping .

Copies of all th e records in the case

including any evidence, tape recordings, transcript~,
written argument s, panel decision, and any Committee
decision shall be retain ed by the Affirmative Action
Office, for a period of ten years from the date of the
final decision.
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UNM FACULTY SENATE

SUBJECT:

Recommendation re ICES

REQUESTED ACTION:

Adopt the following recommendation from the Undergraduate
Committee:
That ICES be optional to both tenured and
non- tenured faculty . Release to persons
other than the ins t ructor must be authorized
in writing by the instructor. Departments
should encourage t he use of alternative
methods of evaluation.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:

On May 10 , 1988, the Faculty Senate adopted the
report of the ICES Task Force and sent the report
to the Undergraduate Committee for its recommendation.

Sb

UNM FACULTY SENATE

SUBJECT:

Amendments to Faculty Senate Bylaws

REQUESTED ACTION:

Approve amendments as explained below.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
The Senate Operations Committee recommends that the
Senate Bylaws be amended as follows:
A.

Section I, B, 1., Senate Operations Committee Membership,
add (c) the immediate past president of the Senate, whether
or not he/she is a member of the Senate, shall be an exofficio member of the Operations Committee.

The Operations Committee feels that the Senate should be able to utilize
the experience and expertise of the past president in interactions with
the administration and the Regents.
B.

Section II, C, Procedure, add 3. The President of the Faculty
Senate shall have the right to vote as a member of the body
on each motion before the Senate.

The Senate follows procedures as outlined in Robert's Rules of Order
which stipulate that the President of the body may vote only to make or
break a tie vote. Since the Senate President is a Senator elected by
the faculty of a school or college, the Operations Committee feels that
he/she should be allowed to vote on issues as a representative of
her/his constituency.
The Senate Bylaws are attached.

Appr o ved March 31 , 1981

r •

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
BYLAWS OF THE FACULTY SENATE
I.

Senate Structure
A.

Officers
1.

The Senate shall elect the following offic ers and representatives
annually
(a) President
(b) Vice President
(c) Three members of the Senate Operations Committee

2.

Duties of Officers
(a) The President shall have the following duties
(1) Serve as chairperson of the Senate, a nd the Operations
Committee
(2) Represent the Faculty before the Reg e nts, Administration
and other groups as appropriate
(3) Appoint ad-hoc committees as neces sary to conduct Senate
business
(b)

The Vice President shall have the following duties
(1) Serve on the Operations Committee
(2 ) Perform the duties of the President in the absence of the
President

3.

Election of Officers and Operations Committee Members
(a) The election of the President, Vice Pre sident , and
Operations Committee members shall be conducted annually
at a special meeting of the incoming Senate held at the
close of the spring term of the preceding academic year .
(b) The election shall be chaired by the outgoing President
of the Senate .
(c) The new officers and Operations Committee members shall
take office on July l of the year of their election .
(d) Nominating petitions for Senate President and Vice ?resident, signed by at least three senators from th~ incoming
Senate , may be submitted to the Com~i tee on Governance
through the University Secretary in advance of th speci, 1
meeting . Additional nominations may be made from th floor

(d) Continued
at the speci al meeting . The Committee on Governance will
verify the wil lingness to serve of the advance nominees .
Should fewer t han two nominations be received for either
office , the Committee on Governance may solicit addition 1
nominations .
(e) Nominees for Vice Presi dent shall not be from the same school
or college as that of the President .
(f) The three additional elected members of the Operations Committee shall be from different schools or colleges .
B.

Senate Operations Committee
1.

Membe rship
(a) The President, Vice President and three voting members of th
Senate elected by the Senate
{b) Th e President of the Senate shall serve as chairperson of th
Senate Operations Committee .

2.

Duties
(a) Perfor m basic administrative functions to facili a e
of the Senate and Senate Committees

h

work

(b) Establish priorities and set agenda for Senate meetings
(c) Transmit to the Senate with recommendations as o adop ion of
all reports, recommendations and proposals receiveo from
Se na te Committees . In performing this function, th Op rations
Committee shall not change committee recommendations or proposals without the approval of the originating committ e . It
may refer a recommendation back to the committ e for furth r
study or it may present its own recommendations to the Sena e
togeth er with those of the originating committ e .
(d) Coordinate the activities of all Senate Committees
(e) Study Senate p r ocedures and structure and make recommendatio ns for their improvement
(f) Recommend to the Senate changes in the committee structure
in keeping with Article I, Section 6 (g) of the Faculty
Constitution
(g) Refer reports, recommendations or proposals submi ted by a
Senate Committee to another Senate Committee or directly to
a college administrator or other officer if additional comme nt appears to be needed
(h) Function as a committee on committees . (Recommend o the
Senate the appointment of committee members and chairpersons)

- - -~-------------------~~~=~~~~
c. Other Senate Committees and Representation (See Section III for membership and duties)
1.

Standing Committees of the Senate . All standing committees are
responsible to the Senate , report to the Senate Operations Committee ,
and have their faculty membership appointed by the Senate .
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(1)
(m)
(n)
(o)
(p)
(q)
(r)

2.

Admissions and Registration Committee
Athletic Council
Budget RevimRCommittee
Computer Use Committee
Community Education Committee
Curricula Committee
Faculty Ethics and Advisory Committee
Faculty and Staff Benefits .and Helfar:e'l. Committee
General Honors Council
Graduate Committee
Library Committee
Long Range Planning Committee
Research Allocations Committee
Research Policy Committee
Scholarships, Prizes , and Loans Committee
Student Standards and Grievance Committee
Undergraduate Committee
University Press Committee

Administrative Committees with faculty representatives appointed by
the Senate . Faculty members on this Committee shall make periodic
reports to the Senate whenever such reports are considered appro priate by them and/or when requested to do so by the Operations
Committee.
(a) Campus Planning Committee

3.

Student committees with faculty representatives appointed by the
Senate . Faculty members on these Committees shall make periodic
reports to the Senate whenever such reports are considered appropriate by them and/or when requested to do so by the Operations
Committee .
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

II .

Cultural Programs Committee
International Affairs Committe
Intramural and Recreation Board
New Mexico Union Board
Speakers Committee
Student Publications Board

Senate Operating Policies
A.

Committees
1.

In its capacity as a committee on committees , the Operations
Committee shall make recommend. ations to the Senate for all
committee appointments (in c luding committee chairpersons) that
are the responsibility of the Senate . These appointments shall
be voted on by the Senate .
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B.

c.

III .

2.

All members of the University voting faculty are eliqible for
appointment to standing faculty committees or as fac~lty represen tatives on administrative and student committees . Appointments
shall be determined by the Senate upon recommendation of the
Operations Committee .

3.

During the Spring Semester of each year , all faculty shall
be asked to rank the various committees according to their
preference for membership on those committees . The Operations
Committee shall recommend appointments to committees based
as feasible upon the stated preferences of faculty members .

4.

Senators are encouraged to serve on a University Committee ,
and will be given priority consideration in appointments to
committees.

5.

Initial committee appointments will normally be effective on
July 1 of the year of the appointment . Replacement appointments will be effective when approved by the Senate .

6.

Administrative officers (Vice Presidents and College Deans)
shall not serve as Senate appointed committee members .

Absenteeism
1.

After a Senator has missed two Senate meetings in an academic
year the Senate Operations Committee may recommend to the
Senate that the seat be declared vacant .

2.

After a Committee member has missed two meetings in an academic
year the chairperson may recommend to the Senate Operations
Committee that the committee position be declared vacant .

Procedure
1.

Each speaker is limited to five minutes each time when speaking
to an issue .

2.

The Senate shall normally meet during the academic year on the
second Tuesday of each month at 3:30 p . m.

Committee Membership and Duties
A.

The duties and composition of committees presently listed in the
Faculty Handbook will remain as stated .

B.

For committees not presently listed in the Faculty Handbook the
composition will be as follows :
1.

At least 12 members
(a) One member from each of the following academic areas
(where possible given the number of faculty in each
area): Architecture and Planning , Education, Engineering,
Fine Arts , Law, Library , Management , Medicine , Nursing ,
Pharmacy , Dental Programs and Public Administration .

(b) two members from Arts and Sciences

4

(c) Additional members as recommended by the Operations Committee
and approved by the Fac ult y Senate
2.

Members shall no r mally serve two- year terms with approximately half
of the membership appointed each year .

3.

Committee me mber s hip normally shall incl ude both sena ors and nonsenate faculty .

UNM FACULTY SENATE

SUBJECT:

41S

Reqents' Statement on Cultural Pluralism

REQUESTED ACTION:

This item is for information only

The attached statement was presented to the Regents on
March 13, 1989, for discussion. A final statement will be presented at a later
date for Regents' approval .

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:

SOME IDEAS ON A REGENTS' STATEMENT ON CULTURAL PLURALISM
_l . By cul~u r~l pluralism we mean a community not of
~assively co-exi s ting or adversarial groups but rather an
interactive, parti cipatory campus in which differences in
v a lues, life e x pe ri ences, and outlook are recognized as
s trengths to be va lidated, respected and preserved. We seek to
create a community of women and men of different ethnic racial
r eligious backgrou nds, with varying physical abilities because'
of disability or age, with the range of family responsibilities
and experiences- - a community dedicated to expanding the
opportunities f or learning and working in harmony with
diversity.
2. The c on cept of cultural pluralism reflects the
d emographics and socio-historical context of New Mexico. This
context provide s UNM with the opportunity to play a leading role
on issues relat ing to Hispanics and Native Americans and has
obvious linkag e s t o Mexico, Central and South America.
3. Cultu ral pluralism is an issue of academic excellence.
The way in which institutions of higher learning are dealing
with the oppo r tu n i ties presented by diverse populations is one
c riterion by wh ich the quality of the institution can be judged.
4 . Cultu r a l pluralism is a seminal concept in creating a
v ision for UNM its foundation for articulating the future
d irection for UNM and the basis for its academic distinction and
i n s titutional uniqueness.
5 . Thr ough the development of the concept of cultural
p luralism, UN M can show civic and educational leadership by
a ctively dev is i ng a new approach to some of our most difficult
s oc ietal cha llenges and pedagogical issues.
6. Cul tural pluralism incorporates concerns for eqhuity.
The fair employment and personnel practices that fo~m t e core
of affirmativ e action policies is one of t~e m~ch~nisms for
i mplementing th i s concept. Affirmative action is intend~d to be
a temporar y p r ogram with the express purpo 7e of_c~rrecting past
i njustices committed against discrete and identifiable groups
and is thus d ist i nguishable from this idea of cultural
plur a lism.
7
The i n stitutional agenda for women and minorities is
·
·
·
h
· · t gral to our vision of cultural pluralism.
Unf inis e d an d is
in e
.
d . our
Th e concept o f cu lt ura 1 Pl uralism is intended to dexpan
f . t·
· g
goa ls rather t han to supplant current concerns an
unc ionin
Programs.

•

I'

••

8.
The concept of cultural plura lism env1s1 ons a program
that is comprehensive by including s tudents as well as faculty,
staff and administrators and that is integrated by applying o
the teaching, research and service mission of the University as
well as its employment practices.

DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN THE TWO CONCEPTS

CULTURAL PLURALISM
1.

Duration:
Permanent

2.

Means

Applicability:
All employees and students

5.

Equity

Purpose:
Ends

4.

Tempo rary

Premise:
Excellence

3.

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

Certain groups only

Focus:
Full mission of University

Employment and p rsonnel
Practices

!

Special Senate Meeting
April 13, 1989
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(Summarized Minutes)
Senate President Garrett Flickinger called the meeting to order at 3:30
p.m. in the Kiva.
Senators present: Alonzo Atencio (Medicine), Garland Bills (A&S), Andrew
Bur~e s (A&S), _Marion Cottrell (Engineering), Stephen Dent (Arch & Planning),
Ce:il~a Fenoglio-Freiser (Medicine), Marilyn Fletcher (Gen Library), Garrett
Flicking:r (La~), G7egory Franchini (Medicine), Phillip Gonzales (A&S), Shyam
Gurbaxani (Engineering), George Hozier (Management), George Huaco (A&S) Tom
Kyner (A&S), William Litchman (A&S), Wayne Maes (Education), Clara Mier~
(Dental Frogs), Jose Rivera (Pub Admin), Linda Saland (Medicine) Chris
S~ultis (Fine Arts), Ron Storey (Medicine), Pauline Turner (Educ~tion),
Richard VanDongen (Education), Donald Vichick (Medicine), and William Woodside
(Medicine).

7

Senators absent: Gloria Birkholz (Nursing), Carl Cords (Medicine), Paul Davis
(A&S), Douglas George (Fine Arts), Hugh Kabat (Pharmacy), Astrid Kodric-Brown
(A&S), Jerome Shea (Univ College), Priscilla Smith (Gallup Branch), and Mel
Yazawa (A&S).
The press was admitted to the meeting and President Flickinger said the
special Senate meeting had been called at the request of some of the students
who wish to discuss the tuition increase approved by the Board of Regents on
April 11, 1989. Copies of the student resolution which was presented to the
Board of Regents as well as additional information from Vice President
Mc Kinney were distributed .
President Flickinger then asked Senator Polly Turner to recognize the
incoming Graduate Student Association President, Lila Bird. Ms. Bird thanked
the Senate for its support of the student actions. She explained that the
students had several requests to present to the faculty: 1) that they conduct
classes at Scholes Hall, 2) that they encourage student participation by
excusing absences, 3) that they integrate class work with the events on
campus, 4) that they allow student discussion of the situation during class
time, 5) that they have petitions signed in classrooms and 6), that they
become personally involved by joining students in Scholes Hall at any time.
She requested that faculty call their legislators regarding the recent
events and also that a meeting of the General Faculty be called to consider
the situation.
Ms . Bird said that at 5:30 p.m., April 13 the students would meet with
local legislators and invited anyone interested to attend. She explained that
the last action for the students would be a student strike.
The Regents, Bird said, had illegally adjourned their Apri~ 11 meeting
because there was no motion to adjourn and no vote taken to adJourn. The
students therefore request that the Regents reconvene and recons~de 7 the vote
on tuition increase. If all legal channels are closed and negot1ati~ns
unsuccessful, the students will request the faculty to support a strik
Senator Chris Shultis presented a statement regarding the current crisis.
Some of the points made by Professor Shultis are: .
.
-that there is a lack of compelling leadership in.our state and 1n this
·
.
· t
ti'ons which will insure excellence as well
l·n t·
s 1tut1on regarding appropr1a e ac
.
as affordability at the University of New
Mexico.
· 1 t
• ability to effectively offer
-that he holds no faith in the leg1s a ure s
direction to our institution.

-that an adversarial position between universi'ti'es and their appointed
'" . ~
regents can severely compound the problem of maintaining a balance between
~~ "
institutional needs and political realities .
-that t~e at~achm~nt of faculty raises to tuition increases has further
weakened this university by pitting student against facult
-that he disagrees with the need to keep tuition low b!~ause New Mexico is
a poor _state •. :hat simply insures a poor institution commensurate with those
economic cond1t1ons.
-that faculty and students should be consulted regarding policies which
affect them.
-that clearly de:i~e~ goals and carefully planned methods toward meeting
them are the respons1b1l1ty of a strong administration and qualified Board of
Regents. He is not convinced that these responsibilities are being adequately
carried out.
-that he strongly urges the presentation of a unified voice in opposition
to our Board of Regents and present administration because of their lack of
concern regarding a potential schism between faculty and students, and their
long-term history of inadequate representation of UNM ' s needs to the
legislature and the New Mexico community at large .
Senator Stephen Dent presented a statement to the Regents from the faculty
of the School of Architecture and Planning expressing their support of the
students. The Architecture and Planning faculty believes student concerns ar
legitimate and their proposals deserving of serious consideration. Their
alternative funding sources for meeting this year's financial requirements,
including the reordering of priorities for use of University land and trust
income, are well reasoned and legitimate negotiation points.
Additionally, the Architecture and Planning faculty feel that the stud nt
demands are not counter to faculty interests and their objectives of improved
educational access are shared by the faculty . They suggest that the Reents
engage in open discussion of the alternatives proposed by the students and
that the Regents consider long-term funding that does not put an undue burden
on the student.
Professor Dent questioned the goals of the tuition increase and expressed
his concern that the current student generation has been most affected by
tuition increases. He proposed that students and faculty lobby the
legislature together and not leave the lobbying to the administration.
Senator Wayne Maes recognized Professor Jan Roebuck who said she felt
there are alternatives to the current budgeting process . The most important
issue, however, is how to resolve the current situation and she suggested that
some kind of compromise be offered . She urged t~e Sen~te to proI?°se t~ ~he
Regents that they reconvene for a genuine recons1derat1on of their pos1t1on,
including the option they have already chosen: _she st~ted that students and
faculty want discourse and input into the dec1s1on-mak1ng process .
· the students had been professional and dedicated
Senator Polly Turner said
in the recent committee work .
Senator Shyam Gurbaxani presented figures to substan~i~te that a less than
7.9% increase would maintain the budget. Last year's tu1t1on in:rease of $120
f $J 4 ·11 1·00 dollars
Therefore, a $60 increase would
·
Prod uce d an increase
o
• m1
•
produce a $l . ? million increase . An increase of $66 would produce $1.9
million
.
Vice
p dollars
'd
•
.
· ted out that this year, students carrying
1-6
res1 ent Mc Kinney po1n
.
. .
.
credit hours, will be charged resident rather than non-res~dent tu1t1on which
will make a difference in the figures proposed by Gurbaxanl.

- 2-

Senator Marion Cottrell presented the following resolution:
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BE IT RESOLVED by the Faculty Senate that President
May request the Regents to reconvene within one week
to reopen dialogue on funding and University decisionmaking processes and that the Regents give serious consideration to student proposals as well as other alternatives;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED by the Faculty Senate that the
University administration prepare alternative funding
proposals, in consultation with the Faculty Senate
Budget Committee, for meeting the University operating
needs for 1989-90 including serious consideration of
student proposals for such funding as well as alternatives
that the administration may propose .
After discussion, the resolution was approved by the Faculty Senate.
Senator Chris Shultis expressed concern that the resolution does not take into
consideration the larger issues . He felt there are students who would be
willing to spend the extra money if it would improve their education. He
stated that he felt it would be an injustice to assume that because New Mexico
is a poor state, it can support only a poor educational institution. He felt
that the issue of lack of leadership should be addressed .
Senator Cottrell pointed out that the lack of leadership has been a
problem for a long time but that a resolution should not address too many
issues. The main issue at the present time is to get the Regents to listen to
the students and to consider all financial alternatives; questions of academic
leadership should be addressed separately .
Senator Turner recognized GSA President John Schoeppner who thanked the
faculty for their support and for calling the special Senate meeting. He told
the Senators that the students had discussed the possibility of a strike but
would not do so without faculty support . He requested input from the Senators
on the issue and was advised by senator Tom Kyner to wait for the Regents'
response to the resolution . other faculty members concurred with his advice.
Ms. Mary Ulibarri, one of the students occupying the President's office
urged Senators to help the people by calling legislators, copying of
materials, and writing individual letters of support.
Senator Turner made a motion to call a meeting of the General Faculty on
April 27. The motion was approved by the Senate and it was stressed that
students and staff be particularly invited .
The meeting adjourned at 4 : 35 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

Anne Brown, Se
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The University of New Mexico

D ATE:

April 24, 1989

To:

General Faculty

FROM:

Garrett Flickinger, President of the Faculty Senate, Gloria Birkholz and
Pauline Turner, members of the Faculty Senate Operations Committee
Ad Hoc Committee of Faculty, Students, Staff, and Administration on
Student Protest

SUBJECT:

Realizing that there is considerable confusion and concern as to the
creation and discussions of the ad hoc committee on the student protest, as
well as much misinformation in the local press, the three faculty members on
the ad hoc committee have prepared the following statement of their
perceptions of the events to date (Sunday, April 23 , 1989).
In the Faculty Senate meeting on Tuesday , April 11 , some discussion on
student reaction to the Regents ' decision to increase tuition by 7 . 9%
occurred . That same night a majority of the Senate Operations Committee
reiterated a statement supporting the students' tuition proposal, in which
stude nts identified what they regarded as alternative resources to provide
the proposed faculty compensation package . The stated concern was that it
not in the best interests of the university as a whole to create an
adversarial relationship between students and faculty .

the

the
for
was

On Wednesday, April 12, the entire Operations Committee met with President
May to briefly discuss mutual concerns about the student occupation of Scholes
Hall (and the necessity for the tuition increase to fund the faculty
compensation package) . Later on Wednesday afternoon , the administration asked
Professors Birkholz, Cottrell and Turner of the Operations Committee, who were
acceptable to the student leadership , to meet informally to discuss the crisis
with representatives of the students and the administration . Tensions were
visibly evident , and immediate problem solving was not possible.
On Thursday , April 13 , the Operations Committee called an emergency
meeting of the Faculty Senate to seek guidance . A quorum was present, and
after public discussion the Faculty Senate, without dissent , passed the
following resolutions:
"BE IT RESOLVED by the Faculty Senate that President May request the
Regents to reconvene within one week to reopen dialogue on funding and
University decision - making processes and that the Regents give serious
consideration to student proposals as well as other alternatives;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED by the Faculty Senate that the University
administration prepare alternative funding proposals, in consultation with the
Faculty Senate Budget committee, for meeting the University operating needs
for 1989 - 90, including serious consideration of student proposals for such
funding, as well as alternatives that the administration may propose."

'
On.the evening of the same day, Senate President Garrett Flickinger,
recognized by the Regents as the spokesperson for the faculty, was asked by
the administration to join in an ad hoc discussion committee on the protest
with administrators, students, and a facilitator, Paul Nathanson, Director of
the Institute of Public Law. President Flickinger asked for other faculty
officials to assist him and chose Professors Turner and Birkholz from the
Operations Committee.
(Staff proxies were added to this committee on the
following Sunday and official staff representatives were elected on the
following Tuesday).
At the first meeting of the ad hoc committee, Thursday, April 13, (after
the facilitator had met separately with each of the constituencies) the
request was made that the Regents agree to reconvene to discuss the three
issues raised by the students: 1) appointing a task force to conduct a study
of the economic impact of tuition increases on student accessibility to NM,
2) developing a budget process that would be open to hudget decisions that are
arrived at by a wider constituency input, and 3) examining alternative fundinq
sources to tuition increases while maintaining the 5% salary increase and the
0.5% market adjustment set for faculty compensation. The President of the
Regents then met with the committee and agreed to reconvene the Regents as
soon as possible, though no specific date was initially set.
The ad hoc committee met daily to discuss and formulate statements on the
issues to be presented to the Regents. During the process the faculty
representatives have been firmly committed to the protection of the proposed
5% salary increase. They have participated in brainstorming potential methods
to evaluate the impact of tuition increases on student accessibility, as well
as a budget process that includes open budget information and timely input
into budget decisions . On the issue of the 7.9% tuition increase, no deal has
been proposed , no alternative accepted, and no specific tuition increase has
been "negotiated" by the committee. Instead, budget information on resources
and allocations has been shared and questions have been clarified. The
students and staff representatives jntend to present alternatives to the 7.9%
increase. The entire group has participated in this open discussion, but do
not necessarily support all specific recommendations.
On Thursday, April 27, the Regents will hold a 10 a.m. meeting to discuss the
three student issues. A discussion document has heen prepared by the ad hoc
committee for this meeting and will be available from any Faculty Senate
college representative. Should any faculty member wish to review the
document, contact your senate representative. The format of the Regents'
meeting will be consistent with other Regents meetings - open to the public
but not open for comments from the floor. The three faculty representatives
will be happy to answer any questions you might have regarding these issues.
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Resolution# 13
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ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF UNM

1988 - 89 Session II
I NTRODUCED BY

4~3

Sen. Anaya, Disney, Austin, Boehm, Coca, Fobbs, Fullilove, Gallegos,
Hathaway, Madrid, McCracken, Olinger, Penny, Steinberg.

1st READING April 5, 1989
2nd READING
3rd READI NG - - - - - - - - - -

REFERRED TO Emergency Business
COMMITTEE REPORT
SENATE ACTION Pas-s-,-1~4~-~o~-~1~~~~~
SIGNED

DATE
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2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12 .
13.
14.
15.
16.
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resolved by the Student Senate of the University of New ' 1 exico THAT :
WHEREAS:
The students at Ul:IT1 have faced a 65% tuition increase over t he
past five years
~liEREAS:
The mi nority enrollment at UNM has dr opped dr amat ically over t he
past few years and this can be partially linked to the unr easonable
increases in tuition that have occured in the past fi ve years
WHEREAS:
There is an unmet financial aid need of 9 million dollars at
the University of New Mexico, and grants to students have also declined
WHEREAS:
The ASUNM Student Body President and Senate have been active in
the formulation of tuition policy and opposes the final recommendati on
of the Regent Finance Committee and the Administration
Therefore, be it RESOLVED that: the ASUNM Student Senate opp:,ses the 7. 9%
tuition increase proposed by the Board of Regent Finance Committee
and the Administration
Therefore, be it further RESOLVED that: this resolution be presented t o t he
UNM Board of Regents by President Jim Spehar at the Regent
meeting on Tuesday, April 11, 1989 .

SIGNED

l

FINANCE & FACILITIES COMMITTEE RECO MMENDATIONS
TUITION & FEE CHANGES FOR 1989-90

TABLE I
REC OMMENDED CHANGES IN TUITION AND FEES *

FY 1989-90

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDED CHANGES
The Regents' Finance and Facilities Committee met on March_23r~ ~nd reviewed
the University Administration's recommendations for changes m tmt10n and fee~ for
FY1989-90 and the intended allocation of new revenues created by the change~ m
tuition and other revenues for the Main Campus Instruction & General op_erat1_n~
budgets support. Table I reflects the Committee's recommended changes m tmt10n
and fees for next year for undergraduate, graduate, law, and medical students and
tor the branch campuses. In summary, these changes include:
1. 3 • 99oincrease in undergraduate, resident tuition and fees, which is equal
to a $50 increase for the academic year.

2. 3. 6%increase in graduate, resident tuition and fees, which is equal to a
$50
increase for the academic year.

T uition

Rtsi<lent, PT
Rcs1<lent, FT
on resi<lent, PT 7-11 Hrs
onresi<lent, FT

~

5. Nonresident rates would increase approximately 3 . 2<J'c:in all categories ~f
students except Medicine which would increase 5 . O%for the academic
year.

*

Total

Tuition

Fee *

Tot:il

Resident, PT
Rc~1<lent, FT
un resiclent, PT 7- 11 Hrs
onresicJent, FT

DISCUSSION OF RECOMMENDED CHANGES IN TUITION & FEES

Undergraduat_e. Resi~ent rates: The proposed changes in undergraduate, resident
rates are consiste.nt wi~h the Board of Regents' general tuition and fee policy that
was ~dopted ea~her this year. The recommended 3. 9%increase is less tha~ the e
:~mum 10~ m~rease allowed in the policy. The change does increase slightly th
en} contnbution by stude_nts and parents from 2t 2 % for the current y~ar to
2t · 0% or next year. The policy suggests a range of 20% to 30% contribution.
-

Re~1<lent, FT
'onresicJen l, FT

1L

53.00
1,272.00
190,50
4,572.00

40.00
952.00
185 .00
4,440.00

17 .50
420 .00
17 .50
420.00

57 .50
1,372.00
202.50
4,860.00

,I.SO
100.00
12.00
288.00

40.50
972.00
178.00
4,272.00

18.00
440.00
18.00
440.00

58.50
1,412.00
196.00
4,712.00

45.00
1,072.00
190.50
4,572.00

18 .00
440 .00
18 .00
4-10 .00

GJ .00
1,512.00
208 .50
5,012.00

4.50
100.00
l'.!.:O
.00.00

7,7c;,
7. I ~~
,.
),

45.50
1,092.00
203.25
4,878.00

18.00
440.00
18.00
440.00

63.50
1,532.00
221.25
5,318.00

51.85
1,244.40
217.50
5,220.00

18.00
440.00
18.00
440.00

69.85
1,684.40
235.50
5,660.00

6.35
152.40
14.25
J-'2.00

10.0~f
9_9c:,

2,500.00
7,000.00

36.00
36.00

2,536.00
7,036.00

2,750.00
7,700.00

36.00
36.00

2,786.00
7,736 .UO

250.00
700.00

9.9~'
9.9ro

19.00
456.00

21.00
504.00

21.00
504.00

2.00
48.00

23.00
552.00

2.00
48 .00

9.5~a

2.00
48 .00

19.00
456.00

0.50
12.00

19.50
468.00

19.50
468.00

0.50
12.00

20.00
480.00

0.50
12.00

_.6~'
2.6~,

19.00
456.00

21.00
504.00

1.50
JG.OU

22.50
• 40 .00

12. - ~o

20.00
480 .00

2.50

1.00
24.00

1-Gallup Oranch:

Resident, PT
Rcs1<lcnt, FT

!L. M- Los Alamos ·Branch:
Resident, PT
Resident, FT
!LM-Yalencia Branch:
cs1uent, PT
Re~illt:nt, FT

• Alluc<l $6.00 ft:e to Grncluate, Law, and Me<lkine

1

~~:si~~f:,,~e~ied change in u,n_dergraduate, resident tuition and fees r~flectshbotb
catchup f
o e recent years mcreases (43.2% in the last three years) and t e
increasesri~1J;;.rs wfhenhtheUt~pay~rs of New Mexico paid the total cost of any
mg or t e mvers1ty while tuition and fees were not

R.5%

17 .50
420.00
i7.50
420.00

Jc<licine:

In addition, it is recommended that all students enrolled for 6 credit hours or less be
charged the resident part-time tuition and fee rate. This recommended change
reverses t~e one-rear change that w~ made a year ago for nonresident students. d
The e~enence with t?e cu:rent policy has shown a drop in enrollme~t that create
a loss m formula fundmg slightly greater than the offsetting increase m revenue.
The proposed _change _back to the policy that was in place prior to the current ye~r
would be consistent "Ylth S:~~ssion on Higher Education policy a.1:d the practice
of all ?f the ~ther umverslties m the state. It also allows the University to better
serve its regional constituencies and to improve the benefits of the funding formula.

Dollar

35.50
852.00
173.00
4,152.00

Gml uale:

4.

in Medicine, resident tuition and fees, which is equal to

Fee

Umle rgrncluate:

3. 5. 0%increase in Law, resident tuition and fees, which is equal to a
$76 . 20 increase for the academic year.
$125 increase for the academic year.

PROPOSED

CURRENT

Rcs,<lent, PT
Rc~1<lent, FT
\/0111es1<lc111, PT 7-11 Hrs
, 1onrt:si<le nt, FT

5 . O%increase

•

lll(J I

ALL PROPOSED RATE CHANGES ARE CUT IN ~l'.T~F '

60.00

7.9S~
6.3%
(j,) ~.

6.4 ~·

G. Cl
6.4~~
I

9.5 ~'

1----~·

dJ

426'

88-89 Rates

c~anged. The f~llowing graph shows the growth in tuition and fee rates com ared
WIP!h thI edgrowtfh hm taxp.ayer .support (State General Fund) and the Higher Education
nee n ex or t e penod smce 1973.

r
University of New Mexico
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$1,924
1,897
1,798
1,797
1,703
1,649
1,586
1,532
1,392
1,379
1,363
1,326
1,317
1,278

Peer Average:

$1,543

UNM Percent of Average:

82.4%

1,272

1,200

Tuition and fee rates for next year for all of the peer institutions have not been
established yet.

,,,.,,,.,/
__.,,,.

U. of Colorado
Colorado State U.
Washington State U.
U. of Washington
U. of Nebraska
U. of Oregon
U. of California, Irvine
U. of California, Davis
U. of Utah
U. of Kansas
Kansas State U.
Oklahoma State U .
U. of Oklahoma
U. of Arizona
U. of NEW MEXICO
Texas Tech U.

87

88

Academic Years
,v 117l• 100~

f

As the aph above shows over the
.
.
grown aster than tuition ~nd fees ~enod sm~e 1973, state support per student has
;~~~ :en year period, the conclu~iono;~':f{' if the ~eriod is shortened to the most
recommast~r tdh?-n state support per stude~t erenht. Smee 1979, tuition and fees have
s
en e mcreases will close th
' as t e above graph reflects The
u
P2°~,
since
the
recommended
·
e
gap
.ben.vP,en
parent/student and. state
6•7 70 m state
mcrease 1~ 3 9
tuition anct·f SUJ?port. However, the reco~~; ads chompaz:ed to an increase of_
ees m recent years.
n e c ange 1s less than changes in

J

The relationship of UNM
University'
· .
undergraduate
·d
..
speer mst1tutions is shown beio~si ~nt tmtion and fee rates to the
'usmg current year's rates:

The policy of allowing the Regents to establish tuition and fee rates and retain the
revenues that was recommended last year by the Commission on H igher Education
and .adopted by the Legislature was continued into next year's appropriation. The
Leg1s~ature did not- take credit for any additional tuition revenue. However, there
was discussion during the session about the magnitude of tuition and fee increa es
for the current year. There was an attempt to cap tuition and fee increases at 5%.
~t the same time, the rationale given by the Legislature for funding only a 3.5%
m~r:ease in compensation for higher education was that the Regents could raise
tuition to reach the 5% recommended for public school employees. The proposed
3 · 9~.acrease would appear to reflect the expectations of the Legislature in terms of
restraint and, at the same time, address the compensation needs.
Another consideration in any change in tuition and fees should be the imp~ications
o!l access to the University by well prepared students who may be econo.ffilcally
disadvantaged. In the outline of intended allocati~ns of n~w rev~nues d1~cuss~d .
below, a portion of the new revenues will be set aside for improVlilg the fmanc1al aid
program.
9raduate, Reside nt Rates~ Last year, the Commission on Higher Education
l~troduced a differential in graduate tuition from the undergraduate rate for the
first time. The Legislature took credit for the additi.onal revenue created by that
c~ange of $5 per credit hour. In the rec~mmended mcrease fo~ next year .the same
differential between undergraduate, resident and graduate, resident rates 1s
maintained but not increased.

Y':V, Resident: The following table shows the relationship of the U M Law.
resident tuition and fees to several other western schools for the current year.

4ti'

UNM UNDERGRADUATE AND PEER INSTITUTIONS
RESIDENT TUITION AND FEE RATES
1988-89
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UNM MEDICINE AND SEVERAL WESTERN SCHOOLS
RESIDENT TUITION AND FEE RATES
1988-89

Rates
per
Year
U. of Colorado
Colorado State U.
Washington State U.
U. of Washington
U. of Nebraska
U. of Oregon
U. of California, Irvine
U. of California, Davis
U. of Utah
U. of Kansas
Kansas State U.
Oklahoma State U.
U. of Oklahoma
U. of Arizona
u. of NE,v MEXICO
Texas Tech U.

$1,924
1,897
1,798
1,797
1,703
1,649
1,586
1,532
1,392
1,379
1,363
1,326
1,317
1,278

Peer Average:

$1,543

UNM Percent of Average:

82.4%

1,272

1,200

Rates
per
Year
U. of Colorado
U. of Nebraska
U. of Kansas
Texas Tech U.
U. of Oregon
U. of Arizona
U. of Utah
U. of Washington
U. of Oklahoma
U. of NEW MEXICO

$8,231
6,003
5,915
5,307
5,269
5,141
4,518
4,209
3,344

Group Average:

$5,047

UNM Percent of Average:

50.2%

UNM UNDERGRADUATE AND PEER INSTITUTIONS
NONRESIDENT TUITION AND FEE RATES
1988-89

UNM LAW AND PEER INSTITUTIONS
RESIDENT TUITION AND FEE RATES
1988-89
Rates
per
Year
Texas Tech U.
U. of Oregon
U. of Montana
U. of Colorado
U. of Nebraska
U. of Texas
U. of South Dakota
U. of Utah
U. of North Dakota
U. of Hawaii
U. of Kansas
U. of Oklahoma
U. of NE'\,V MEXICO
U. OF Idaho
Arizona State U.
U. of Arizona
U. of Wyoming
Group Average:

UNM Percent of Average:

$3,100
2,971
2,846
2,672
2,508
2,482
2,399
2,155
1,876
1,857
1,619
1,529
1,526

1,382
1,278
1,204
833
$2,044
74.7%

2,536

Rates
per
Year
U. of Colorado
U. of.Caligornia, Davis
U. of California, Irvine
Colorado State U.
Washington State U.
U. of Washing-ton
U. of Arizona
U. of NEW MEXICO
U. of Oregon
U. of Nebraska
Texas Tech U.
Oklahoma State U.
U. of Oklahoma
U. of Utah
U. of Kansas
Kansas State U.

$7,802
6,338
6,092
5,583
4,998
4,998
4,866

Peer Average:

$4,842

UNM Percent of Average:

94.4%

4,572

4,517
4,201
4,000
3,909
3,889
3,842
3,809
3,793

4t~!)
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TABLE II
SUMMARY OF REVENUES
MAIN CAMPUS INSTRUCTION & GENERAL

88-89 Rates
U. of Colorado
U. of Caligornia, Davis
U. of California, Irvine
Colorado State U.
Washington State U.
U. of Washington
U. of Arizona
U. of NEW MEXICO
U. of Oregon
U. of Nebraska
Texas Tech U.
Oklahoma State U.
U. of Oklahoma
U. of Utah
U. of Kansas
Kansas State U.

$7,802
6,338
6,092
5,583
4,998
4,998
4,866
4,572
4,517
4,201
4,000
3,909
3,889
3,842
3,809
3,793

Tu ition

!~§§:§~
20,079,000

21 , 145 ,7 00

---------1,066,700

St ate General Fund

78,072,400

8 3 , 339,500

5,267,100

Investment Interest

1,600,000

1 , 800 , 000

200,000

Land & Perm. Fund

1,365,790

1 , 665, 7 90

300,000

250,000
750 , 00 0

250,000
750,000

0
0

414 , 500

416,500

2 , 000

0

254,000

25 , 000

Federal Unrestricted

270,000

2 70,000

0

Regents' Endowment

150,000

150 , 000

0

Other Sources ( 2)

283,700

265 , 300

Peer Average:

$4,842

Indirect Income:
Instructional
Research

UNM Percent of Average:

94.4%

Misc . Fees ( 1 )

As the table reflects, UNM is closer to the average rate of its peers in nonresident
rates than for resident rates. The desire to have nonresident students in the overall
student enrollment mix means that the University's nonresident rates need to
remain competitive in the region. Nonresident students were about 19% of the new
freshman enrollment this last fall.
·

Branch Campuses Changes: Table I reflects the requested increases in tuition and
fee rates for each ?f the three branch campuses. The increases for UNM-Gallup
and ~NM-Valencia were requested in order to support a So/o increase in employee
salanes. UNM-Los Alamos, because of the employment of primarily part-time
faculty, did not request such an increase.
ALLOCATION OF NEW FUNDS FOR 1989-90
MAIN CAMPUS INSTRUCTION & GENERAL

The P~~posed changes in resident and nonresident undergraduate, graduate, and
law tmt1on and ~ees rates for next xear are projected to generates 1, 066, 1000£ n~w
revenue for Mam C~mpus Instruction & General operating budget su}_.Jµvi·~. This
assumes no change m overall enr~llment, except a recovery of some of tht:
eOfollment lost when the 1-6 er.edit hour part-time nonresident rates were imposed
~his year. The over~ll changes m I & G revenues projected for next year are shown
m Table II, generatmg new funds expected to total $6,960,400.

!~§~:~Q

INCREASE
(DECREASE)

Athletic Transfer

Transfers, Student Aid
Other Transfers
Total Revenues

(1,268,000 )
17,000
$101,984,390

(18

00)

(1 , 359,000)

(91,000)

(3,000)

(20,000)

--- - ---$1 08 , 944,790

$6,9 0 400

.
li cat i on fee, graduation ~e'
Miscellaneous Fees include.ap~
f
testing fee, special
1a t e registration fee, th e sis bindin
g
ee,
fee , an d CAPS fee .
Admissions & Records fee, WICHE
. t Law Review sales, key
( 2) Other Sources include transcrip '
t returned checks
e
deposits, library fines, I.D. replaceme n '
(1)

c.
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The increase in State General Funds Appropriation for Main Campus
I & G is based on the following components:
·-

,

1..-,...·· .

3.5% Compensation Increase
2% Inflationary Adjustment
Utilities Rates Increases
Restoration of Formula Funding
Workload Adjustments

$2,704,793
317,340
349,835
751,800
1,143,332

Total Appropriation Increase

$5,267,100

•

I

I ·.., 1 ·

The allocation of the new funds available for the Main Campus
I & G would be as follows:
1 •
5% Average Salary Increase

The nonsalary-related fringe benefit costs projected to increase next year include:
250,000

Fringe Benefits Increases:
Related to 5% Salary Increase
Required Increases

682,500
515,000

Utilities Increases

349,835

Institutional Priorities·
Affi rmative Action
·
Student Recruitment
Financial Aid Improvements
Workload Adjustments/Quality
Enha~cements /Changes in Programs and
Services:
Academic Areas
Nonacademic Areas
Total Allocation

Two aspects of increased fringe benefits costs must be considered in the allocation
of new funds next year: 1.) the changes in costs associated with changes in salaries;
and, 2.) changes in certain fringe benefits projected to occur independently of
changes in salaries. In the first instance, for each dollar allocated for salary
increase, an additional 21 % must be budgeted for increased fringe benefit costs.
This is an average fringe benefit rate, because the actual rates vary from about 16%
to over 35%, dependjng upon salary levels and whether or not the position is rated
as hazardous for worker's compensation insurance. The latter alone adds 7% to th~
fringe benefit cost.

$3,218,000

0.5% Additional Market Adjustment
for faculty (includes fringe benefits)

Inflationary Increases:
5% for Academic Units & Library
4% f~r Plant Maintenance
3% for All Other Units
7% for GA/TA Waivers

compensation (salaries plus fringe benefits), whereas, the other public-supported
entities received a separate appropriation for salaries. Fringe benefit cost increases
were funded separately for the other entities.

FICA rate increase from 7.51 % to 7.65%, plus an increase in the base
covered wages for approximately 300 employees. Total cost increase
estimated to be $162,000.
Group Insurance, specifically health insurance, is estimated to increase
10% next year. Total cost increase is estimated to be $318,000.
Unemployment Compensation base increase is.

316,000
75,000
77,000
42,000
100,000
75,000
150,000

777,255
333,110

Utilities Rates Increases: The $349,835 increase is based on an assumed overall
increase in gas; power, water, and sewage rate changes of 5 %: Actual rate c~anges
may slightly exceed that costs, so additional energy conservat10n measures will have
to be implemented. The new cogeneration plant will help; however, m~ch of the
savings in power costs must be allocated to retire the debt incurred to fmance the
facility.
Inflationary Adjustments: The budget deficiency most often heard from deans and
department heads, after the competitive sal~ry prob!em, is the ~ack of nonpersonnel
budget funding for teaching and office supplies, eq1,1ipn_ient I?aintena~ce, ~nd travel.
In years when the University experienced double-digit mflauon, fundmg did not
keep up. Thus, many departments, particularly in the Academic areas? have no~
been able to adequately address their support bu~get ne~ds: The 2% m~luded m
the appropriation is inadequate. The proposed differenuauon of ':3-llocat10ns for
Inp~tionary Adjustments within the University attempts to reco~mze the most
cntical problem areas.

$6,960,400

Salary Increases: The
.
d
include: 1) an allocat·salary policy proposed for next year woul ~
allocation of 3% f
ion of 2 % for cost of living increases; 2) to
address deficienci~~ ~erit adjustments; 3) an allocation of Q.5% 1~
The procedure used fo1.n market competitive salary levels for fac\g
UNM Faculty salary 1 r ~urrent ye ar market adjustments of cornpari
faculty salary data :;~lsbby rank and discipline with nationa~
) $500,000 freeze on Ad .e_used ~o allocate the 0.5% alloc ation,
m1.n1.st rat1on Salaries
Fringe Benefits · H· h
differentlly th~n p~bgl~r education' again this year was treated ·tt
res pee t to increases i 1.c f schools
and sate
t
·
' agenc1· es w1 ~
.
government
nded on the basis ofn r1.nge benefit costs. Higher education w
an overall change in

Institutional Priorities: The University is identifying several specific .inst~tutional
issues that need to be addressed. The allocation for Affirmat~ve Action is expected
to specifically address the problem of recruiting ethnic minority and female faculty
at current salary levels in the University. Much of the. ~llocated funds are expected
to be used to supplement vacant budgeted faculty positions to compete f~r unde~represented faculty. There are other aspects ~f the University's Affi_rma~1ve Act10n
program that are being addressed and will be improved throug? red1rect1on of
current recruitment procedures and processes and do not reqmre new funds
allocation.

•

faculty sena1te

UNM

The University is committed to improving the enrollment of ethnic minority
students at both the undergraduate and graduate levels. The new funds will be
targeted to improve the recruitment effort for these students.

As tuition and fees are increased, it is appropriate to improve the financial aid
program t.o ass.ure that economicaliy disadv~nta~~d students are not denied access
to the Umvers1ty as a result of the mcrease m tmt10n and fees. These funds will also
be used to continue the investments made in the current year in specific programs
focus~d on attra~ting ~nority students and s:u:rpo~tin~ those enrolled students who
are high acadenuc achievers but are not participatmg 1n other merit scholarship
programs.
Workload A?ju.stme:its/Ouality Enhancements/Changes in Programs and Services:
The appropnat10n b1~l mclud~s $1,143,~32 for workload adjustments. This is based
on form~la computations for mcreases m enrollment (in the case of Instruction,
Acadenuc Suprort? and Student Services), changes in total University business (in
the case of l?st1tut1onal Support), and changes in physical facilities space (in the
case of Physical Plant). The actual allocation of $1,110,365 is based on allocating
70% of the funds available to the Academic areas and 30% to the Nonacademic
·
areas. The latter includes St_ud~nt Services, Institutional Support, and Physical
Plant. The formula would distnbute on a ratio of 69% to Academic areas and 31 %
to the Nonacademic units.
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May 3, 1989

TO:

Members of the Faculty Senate

FROM:

Anne J. Br~

SUBJECT:

May Meeting

etary

The Faculty Senate will meet on Tuesday, May 9, 1989 at 3:30 p.m. in the
Kiva.

The agenda will include the following items:
(pp. 1-6)

Tl?e~e funds will be alloca:ed to. addr.e~s only a small fraction of the nearly $14
mllh~~ ?f needs ~nd n~w ideas identified through the budget planning process that
was 1mt1ated earh~r this year. However, these funds, plus internal reallocations of
~n:ent. bu,dgets, w~lI ?elp to addres~ some of the most urgent needs and improve the
inst1tut1on s capab1Jit1es ~o ~u.ppor: its programs and services. In the Academic
areas, <?ne of t~e high pr:10~1ties will be to allocate some of the new funds to
recogmze the mcreases m mstructional effort of the Colleges. The increasing
ge1ahd ~r edem;11g and weekend in~tructional programs needs to be supported in
ot t e ca erm.c and ~onacademic allocations. Additional security personnel,
more suppor:t for i~structional staff, and improved off-hours student and faculty
support services wi~l be addr~ssed in the allocations. The establishment of a
governmental relat10ns funct10n must also be supported.

1.

Summarized Minutes of April 11 and April 13, 1989

2.

Memorial Minute for Professor Emeritus Ralph Edge!
Professor R,glH~rt ~el"loe~ £du.J ,"i-i Co.pla. n

3.

Memorial Minute for Thomas Lyons -- Professor Karl Schweri n

4.

Candidates for Degrees, Semester II, 1988-89
Representatives from Schools and Colleges

5.

Senate President's Report -- Professor Garrett Flickinger

6.

Open Discussion

7.

EEO~Discrimination Grievance Procedure -- Margaret Montoya,
Special Advisor to the President for Affirmative Action

8.

Recommendation re ICES -- Professor Rhonda Hill

9.

Amendments to Faculty Senate Bylaws -- Professor Marion Cottrell

(pp, 7-14)

10.

Items from the Curricula Committee -- Professor Dodd Bogart
a. AA in Pre-Business Administration/Gallup
b. New Major in Entrepreneurial Studies

(pp, 15-18)

11.

Items from the Admissions and Registration Committee
Instructor Laura Cameron
a. Proposal re Credit for Noncollegiate Sponsored
Training
b. Resolution re Articulation

12.

Report from the Core Curricula Committee -- Pro f essor Ge or ge
Peters

13.

Committee Assignments -- Professor Marion Cottrell

(pp. 19-21)

NOTE :

PLEASE BRING THE APRIL 11 AGENDA WITH YOU FOR MATERI ALS CONCERNING
ITEMS 7-9.

